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Introduotion»
It is the function of the elements in a turbine or oompressoi 
stage to effect the transformation of energy from one form to anot 
with the minimum loss* In the past losses and efficiencies in tt 
elements and stages of turho-maohinery have been defined and measi 
in a variety of different ways each associated with the designer c 
research worker in a particular field* $he steam turbine designs 
has in the main been concerned with high speed flow in impulse or 
fifty degree reaction stages. In the gas turbine plant the degre 
of reaction varies not only from stage to stage but with blade hei 
within a particular stage and in axial flow oompressoajs the désigné 
has been concerned with low speed flow, where for many application 
the working fluid could be regarded as incompressible*
Present day trends are towards steam turbine stages with vari 
amounts of reaction in the moving blade and to compressor stages w 
with rising operating Maoh numbers, the working fluid can no longe 
be regarded as incompressible*
The enthalpy loss in a blade element, which is the net lose o 
high grade energy caused by friction forces, is shown to consist o 
a basic friction loss plus an auxiliary loss which accounts for th 
"heating" effect of the friction work# The auxiliary loss is 
positive for compressions and negative for expansions* Relations 
are derived between the enthalpy loss and other methods commonly u
{
to express the irreversibilities in the blade elements. The equa 
involved are applicable to static or moving elements in a.xial flow
turbines or compressors with high or low speed flow.
Paotors a-ffeoting turbine or oompressor stage efficiencies ar 
accounted for by (a) defining an efficiency for the flow process i 
the stage and by (b) using the concept of blading (diagram) effioi 
It is shown that, while the "total to static" stage efficiency is 
directly proportional to the blading efficiency, the "total to tot 
stage efficiency is almost independent of blading efficiency if th 
process efficiency and blading efficiency are high#
Expressions are developed for the blading efficiency and load 
factor in a stage for any given reaction effect in the rotor blade 
It was found that the conditions for maximum blading efficiency co 
best be obtained in terms of a criterion which is called here the 
"reaction coefficient"* This analysis will fill the gap between 
existihg theories applying to the impulso blade and the fifty degr 
reaction blade*
In most of the previous v;ork in this field of blading researc 
use is mad© of "atmospheric" air in a wind tunnel# It was approc 
that a steam circuit could readily be adapted as a variable densit 
tunnel* Hence, using superheated steam a© the working fluid, it 
decided to explore the flow and loss characteristics for a small 
rectangular noKiÊ le and impulse blade pair over a range of Reynolds 
number and Ma oh number* An impact tube and traversing gear were 
designed to operate in a relatively high pressure and temperature 
stream and were so arranged that the entire exit area of either th 
nestle or blade could be completely traversed#
A considerable amount of; calculation is however involved in
relating the local impact tube readings to local values of efficien 
and in converting these local values into mean effective values. 
Hence a procedure is given here which will ease this transformant ion 
and will take account of compressibility effects, of variable dènsi 
flow and of supersonic flow with the possibility of a shock wave 
I formation upstream of the impact tube.
« The noasle loss is confined to a thin wall boundary layer v/ith
isentropio flow elsewhere in the nozzle# The larger blade loss, 
which is very sensitive to quite small amounts of reaction or com­
pression in the blade passage, is greatest on the convex side of th 
blade* for this small nozzle, the stream attains a constant offlu 
angle in only a small central core of the flow with lâ rg© variation 
in angle as the nozzle boundaries are approached# This efflux 
angle pattern remains ‘ unchanged with varying Reynolds number and 
subsonic Maoh number, When the Mach number increases beyond unitÿ 
however, the pattern changes so that the stream conforms more to tk 
geometric outlet angle#
The observed variation in blade loss coefficient at high 
Reynolds number is compared with other similar work and confirms 
that a critical Reynolds number exists at 2 x 10^ below which value 
there is a substantial increase in blade loss#
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In the thermodynamio design of turbines and oorapressox̂ s it 
is eeaential fix̂ etXy to deoide on the basic feature a of the 
machine# In turbines, for example, one must determine whether 
high spécifie mechanical energy output is the aim or whether 
one may sacrifice some of this high specific output for an 
increase in gross stage efficiency# It is then necessary to 
decide on such factors as blade speeds, stream velocities and 
degree of reaction or compression# Formerly in steam turbine 
practice the blading was either of pure impulse design or a 50^ 
reaction design, and for these cases the-principles on which the 
rotor speeds and steam velocities were determined were widely 
known and practiced# With the advent of the gas turbine plant 
however, more use is being made of blading where the degree of 
reaction is other than 50^ or zero, both in the turbine and 
compressor, and this trend is finding its vmy into prosent day 
steam turbine praotica# Once the obova aientioned design fesiturea 
have been established, it is neoeasary to have available data on 
friction coefficients, efflux angles etc# and these are normally 
obtained from experiments’! on the proposed blading# Vfith the 
development of the gas turbine plant and especially with the 
axial flow compressor, this work has usually been done in - 
atmospheric wind tunnels, where air# passing into the atmosphere 
through the px̂ oposed blading, is examined with impact or pitot 
tubes and yavmeters*
V
i© of the Pẑ esant Vfork#
In the turbine or oompressor stage the stage loss is a loss 
of itiBchanloal work energy which is affected by the loss of high 
grade energy in the elements of the stage# These element losses 
are due to the effect of friction forces and it is necessary to 
understand fully the nature of a friction loss and to be able to 
correlate the various ways in which the irreversibilities in the 
elements may be expressed# Fart of the loss of mechanical work 
in the stage can however be dissociated from the friction losses 
in the elements and depends on the form of the stage velocity 
triangles# In turn the form of the velocity triangles is dependant 
on the initial choice of such design parameters as the degree of 
X’eaotion and the loading factor for the stage#
When dealing with efficiencies in the turbine stage it is 
desirable to separate friction effects from effects associated 
with the form of the velocity triangles# It is the object of the 
present work to redefine the efficiencies associated with the stage 
so as to separate these effects and to do so in such a manner that 
the concepts may be applied to either the compressor or the turbine 
stage#
Due to the Increasing interest in stages which are not either 
of an impulse or a fifty degree reaction design it is proposed to 
analyse the influence on the stage efficiency of degree of reaction, 
blade speed to jet speed ratio and loading factor* The analysis 
should be comprehensive enough to embrace turbine stages designed 
for any positive or negative degree of reaction and the theory 
evolved should be applicable to the compressor stage*
In most of the previous vmrk in this field of blading research 
use has been made of "atmospheric" air in a wind tunnel. It was 
appreciated that a steam circuit could readily be adapted as a 
variable density tunnel# Hence it was decided to explore the flow 
and loss characteristics for a small rectangular nozzle and blade 
pair using superheated steam as the working fluid# This entailed 
more attention to the design of the instumantation compared with 
the %tmospheric" tunnel but the scheme allowed for testing over 
a wider range of conditions#
VI
Pari? 1.
Using the concept of high and low grade energy the net useful
high grade energy released by unit mass of working fluid in any
steady flow process is shown to be - j VdP - where V is
the specific volume of the working fluid, dP the elemental chang#
in pressure, f the friction force per unit mass and v^ the relative
velocity of the working fluid, the term Jfv^ being the friction worî
done in the process# Gomparing an adiabatic steady flow process
v/ith a similar isentropio process the net loss of useful high grade
energy, which is often referred to as the enthalpy loss is shown t<
bë fv^ + J^dP (V - V^) where is the isentropio specific volume
Thus the enthalpy loss is divided into a basic friction v/ork loss
term plus an auxiliary loss term which accounts for the heating.
effect of the friction work# The auxiliary term is positive for
compressions and negative for expansions#
The enthalpy loss is related to other methods used to express
the irreverBibi3«iti©B in blade elements# Relationships are
derived between the enthalpy loss, the total head pressure loss,
the increase in entropy, the enthalpy loss coefficient, the total
head pressure loss coefficient, the blade velocity coefficient,
the blade drag coefficient and the efficiency of the expansion or
compression process in the blade# The equations involved are
applicable to static or moving elements in axial flov/ turbines and
compressors with high and low speed flov/#
Two stage efficiency definitions are used in turbine work, the
total to static stage efficiency is the criteriA^ performance 
where the exhaust kinetic energy is degenerated by friction and the
Vil
total to total stage efflciénoy is used v/here the exhaust kinetic 
energy is not degenerated* These stage efficienoies are derived 
as funotiona of (a) a blading or diagram efficiency and (b) an 
efficiency for the steady flow process in the stage* The diagram 
efficiency depends on the form of the stage velocity triangles 
which in turn depends on the choice of design parameters for the 
stage# These design parameters are the blade speed to jet speed 
ratio, the degx’ee of reaction based on the inlet total head 
condition of the working fluid and the loading factor* The 
efficiency of the expansion process in the stage depends on the 
friction losses in the elements and is derived in terms of the 
loss coefficients in the static and moving blade rows*
It is shown that the total to static stage efficiency is 
directly proportional to the blading efficiency while the total to 
total efficiency is sensibly indépendant of blading efficiency 
provided that both the blading efficiency and process efficiency 
are high#
The axial flow compressor stage effieienoy is also derived in 
terms of a blading efficiency and in terms of anc efficiency for 
the compression process in the stage #
Having shown that the turbine stag© efficiencies are dependant 
on the blading efficiency, an analysis is given of the way in which 
the blading cffioiBnpy varies v/ith speed ratio and degree of reactic 
It v/as found that the blading efficiency loading factor could 
best be expressed in terms of (a) the blade speed to tangential 
jet speed ratio and (b) a reaction coefficient for the stage, define
as the ratio of the reaction effect in the moving blade to the
Vlll
kinetic energy available àt inlet to the moving blade* The 
relationships between this reaction coefficient, the total head 
degree of reaction and other ways in which degree of reaction is 
sometimes defined are derived and the relative merits of the 
different definitions discussed* The variation of loading factor 
and blading efficiency is presented in graphical form* The 
optimum speed ratio for any given reaction coefficient is obtained 
along with the value of the maximum blading efficiency* The 
analysis is developed for stages where the degree of reaction is 
positive, zero, or negative and it is shown that when a stage is 
designed for maximum blading efficiency the value of the blading 
efficiency increases and the loading factor decreases as the degree 
of reaction is increased#
The way in which the blading efficiency of a compressor stage 
depends on the design parameters of the stage can be seen by 
looking upon the compressor stage as a similar turbine stage in 
which all of the stage velocities are reversed in direction*
Fart 2»
The Determination in a static test rig of Local Total Head 
Efficiency of Expansion and of Stream Gondition by means of an 
Impact Tube and the Oonversion of Local Values into Mean Effective 
Values *
The material herein is associated with the experimental methods 
of obtaining efficiency and efflux angle * Even when dealing with 
the "incompressible" flow of air through blading there is a
considerable amount of calculation involved in relating the local
IX
impact tube or pitot tube readings to local values of ©ffieienoy 
and further in converting these local values into mean effective 
values* The calculations become even more complex when account 
must be taken of compressibility effects, of variable density flow 
and of supersonic flow with the possibility of a shock wave 
formation upstream of the impact tube* Hence in this section a 
procedure is given which will ease the transformation of the local 
impact tuba readings into local efficiency and local stream conditio; 
and finally v/ill allow these local values to be correctly converted 
into mean effective values#
Part 3#
An Experimental Investigation into the Flow of Superheated 3team 
through a Small Nozzle and Impulse (zero pressure dron) Blade 
yielding results on Flow Pattern and Efficiency with Varying 
Reynolds Humber and Maoh Humber#
In this section experiments are described in which the flow 
and loss characteristics of a small nozzle and impulse blade pair 
were investigated using superheated sterna as the working fluid.
The nozzle is of rectangular cross-section and was made to suit a 
standard set of impulse blading# An impact tub© and traversing 
gear were designed so that the entire exit area of either the nozzle 
or blade could be completely traversed. By this means local values 
of total head pressure and efflux angle were obtained at nozzle 
and blade outlet for a range of Reynold * s number covering subsonic 
and supersonic Mach numbers. The results were converted to mean 
effective values of efficiency and efflux angle by the methods
X
desoribed In Part 2, and serve partly as an example of the 
application of these methods to blading research* It was found 
that the greater part of the total loss across the nozzle and blade 
pair occurs in the "parallel" passage of the blade and that this 
loss is very sensitive to quite small amounts of reaction or 
compression in the blade passage* The nozzle loss is confined to 
a thin wall boundary layer with isentropio flow elsewhere in the 
nozzle* The boundary layer in the blade passage is more pronounce 
than in the nozzle and is thickest on the convex side of the blade. 
The efficiency of both the nozzle and of the nozzle and blade pair 
rise with increasing Mach number as the value of unity is approach© 
At low Maoh numbers there is a rise in nozzle efficiency as the 
Maoh number decreases but the efficiency of the nozzle and blade 
pair, where the losses are greater, does not show this charaoterieü 
For this small nozzle, the stream attains a constant efflux angle 
in only a small central core of the flow, with large variations in 
angle as the nozzle boundaries are approached* This efflux angle 
pattern remains unchanged with vs.rying Reynolds number and subsonic 
Mach number* The efflux angles in the central core however rise 
slightly with increasing Maoh number up to unity. As the Mach 
number progressively increases beyond unity the efflux angle 
pattern changes so that there is lass variation in angle across 
the nozzle and the stream conforms more and more to the geometric 
outlet angle*
The tests on the impulse blade indicate a sharp rise in blade 
loss as the chord Reynolds number is reduced to 2 x 10^, In
XX
appendix 3 the variation of loss ooeffioient at high Reynolds 
number is compared with similar work by Armstrong and helps 
to oonfirm his oonolusioh .that a oritioal Reynolds number exists 
at 2 X 10^1 below whioh value there is a substantial increase in 
blade loss*
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Maximum thickness to chord ratio*
Temperature*
time*
Radial velocity of the working fluid*
Specific volume*
Absolute velocity of the working fluid*
Axial velocity or aocoustic velocity*
Relative velocity of the working fluid*




Total head pressure loss coefficient*




Angular velocity of blade or vane*
Absolute angular velocity of the working fluid* 
Angle between the absolute velocity vector leaving 
the nozzle blade and the plane of rotation, in a 
turbine stage and angle between the absolute 
velocity vector entering the stator blade and the 
plane of rotation, in a compressor stage*
Referred to as the nozzle outlet angle and stator 
blade inlet angle respectively* —  also local 
efflux angle in static tests*
Angles between the relative velocity vectors 
associated with the moving blo.de and the plane of 
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Blade speed to jet-'-, speed ratio or density*
Blade speed to tangential jet speed ratio*
Blade speed to jet speed oorresponding to the stage 
total head Boat drop*
Blade speed to tangential jetispeed oorreaponding 
to the stag© total head heat drop*
An Imperle&l ooeffioient*
Effioienoy*
Total to static stage efficiency*
Total to total stage efficiency*
Blading or diagram efficiency*
Total head efficiency of expansion in nozzle 
and'blade pair* —  static teats*
Total head efficiency of expansion in nozzle
static teste*
Prefix designating summation*





( m.- denotes "with friction".
( - denotes compression#
( ) denotes total head condition#0
( m—  denotes velocity or condition relative to
the moving blade #
( denotes condition after an isentropio
process in general#
( ) denotes condition after an isentropio’ ss
N
process in the stage#
denotes "for the nozzle blade" in a turbine 
stage #
( )jj denotes "for the diffuser or stator blade"
in a compressor stage.
( denotes "for the rotor blade" in turbine or
compressor stages.
( denotes "for the stage" in turbines or
compressors*
( ) -—  denotes "profile or contre line" coefficient*' 'p or<2
( ).j. —  denotes "total or three dimensional'
coefficient.
n
( ) denotes nozzle outlet —  static tests#' 'n
( denotes blade outlet —  eta.tic tests*
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Introduction#
Since the impetus given to blading research by the advent of 
the gas turbine plant, and ©specially by the compressor unit there 
has been an increa-sing interest in turbines and compressors of 
widely differing types* These types include the radial and axial 
flow turbine or compressor and the use of the shook wave in 
supersonic compressors# Against this varied background it is 
necessary to be clear as to the nature and effect of losses in the 
working passages in turbo machinery and as to how the losses may 
beat be determined experimentally*
The principal parts in turbines and compressors are the static 
elements whioh act as nozzles or diffusers and the moving elements 
which as well as being nozzles or diffusers are agents for the 
transfer of mechanical energy* Th© function of the static elements 
is the interchange of enthalpy and kinetic energy while that of 
the moving elements is the interchange of enthalpy on th© one hand 
with kinetic and mechanical energy on the other* The principal 
factors affecting the efficiency of these energy interchanges, 
may be grouped under two headings*
These are;—
(1) Those whioh cause the degeneration of high grade kinetic
energy into low grade energy#
(2) Those involved in th© design and operation of the
turbine or compressor and which influence the conversion
of high grade energy to mechanical work energy#
The degeneration of high grade energy affects both the moving 
and static elements and the losses to which the elements are
XYiii
liable under this heading areî-
(a) The boundary layer or skin friction loss;-
This loss is characterized by a velocity gradient in the flow 
in the vicinity of the solid boundaries*
(b) Turbulent flow loss;-
This type of loss can effect the region within the boundary 
layer as well as the main stream and is due to random velocity 
variations with time, whioh are superimposed on the main velocity 
of flow. These random velocities cause an interchange of mass 
between adjacent stream^lines with the result that shear stresses 
are set up within the body of the fluid *
(o) Eddy Motion or vortioity losses
This is caused by small va,riations in static pressure normal to 
the principal direction of the flow resulting in secondary 
circulatory motions being imposed on the main flov/* The kinetic 
energy for these secondary motions reduces the energy of the 
main stream.
(d) Losses due to the separation of the boundary layer;- 
Under certa,in circumstances especially in decelerating flow the 
low energy boundary layer separates from the v/all and is energised 
by the main flow* This results in momentum mixing with 
consequent loss*
(e) Shock losses at the entrance to the elementss-
These losses are due to misalignment of the fluid stream and 
blade inlets causing eddy forauations*
XIX
(f) 3)iBCQn.tinuity lOBeeag-
Shese losses are inherent in shock disoontinuities or sudden 
changes in pressuref specific volume, temperature and velocity 
and occur only in supersonic flow# These losses (a) to (f) 
are known as reheat losses due to the fact that as the kinetic 
energy disappears, the stream is **heated** hy an energy quantity 
equal to that of the lost kinetic energy*
Losses under the second heading are*^
(g) Deviation losses;##
This loss is due to the variation in the direction of the fluid 
flow from the direction dictated by the solid boundaries of the 




These are losses in the amount of mechanical energy transferred 
because of the retention <in the fluid stream of kinetic energy* 
Other parasitic losses are those due to disc friction, 
windage and leakage of the working fluid past the machine elements 
The parameters which influence losses may be classified asj-
(1) Those due to the geometry of the machine elements*
for example, the shape of the cross sections normal to the 
flow, the curvature of the axis of the elements, and the surface 
finish of the boundaries*
XX
(2) Those due to the properties of the working fluid*
For example:^ pressure, temperature, density, velocity, and 
viscosity#
The object of the investigation is to analyse the affect 
of these losses on the efficiency of energy transformation, 
to determine the conditions for maximum mechanical energy transfer 
from or to a working fluid, to establish a technique for 
measuring losses in machine elements with variable density flov/ 
and to apply the technique to determine losses in a nozzle and 
blade pair*
With regard to the effect of friction, an attempt has been 
made to show the basic nature of a frictional process, and to 
distinguish the friction work from the net loss of useful energy 
v/hich is usually loosely called the loss or friction loss* An 
analysis is made for the general case of the flow of the working 
fluid through a radial flow machine and the equations developed, 
with suitable madification, may then readily be applied to any 
type of stationary or moving element* Particular reference is 
made to the effect of friction on the energy transfer terms in 
turbo machinery and to the different effects of friction in 
expansion and compression processes*
A section of theory is devoted to the efficient transfer of 
mechanieal energy* In it a criterion is given which déterminés 
the best operating speed of the rotor blade for any given amount 
of rea.otion or compression in the blade passage* In the theory 
it is found to be convenient to define a term called ''Reaction
XXI
Ooefficient** and the criterion mentioned above is given as a 
function of this Reaction Ooeffioient# The conflioting factors 
of high specific mechanical energy output and blading efficiency 
are discussed for turbine blades with reaction or compression in 
the blade passage and for compressor blading*
In testing for the effect of friction in turbine or 
compressor elements, if the total head condition of the working 
fluid entering the machine element is known, a travers® of the 
outlet area with an impact tub® will allow local values of the 
loss in total head pressure to be obtained* In the experimental 
work here the machine elements used are a small rectangular nozzle 
and blade pair with superheated steam as the working fluid and 
the arrangement is such that the density of the steam in the 
test section may.be readily controlled and varied# The object 
is to test the noiazl® and blade pair for friction losses and 
efflux angles under various operating conditions and, taking 
a broader view, to establish a method of translating the results 
of the traverse readings into mean values of efficiency and 
efflux angle which would be applicable to any type of machine 
element* To this end a section is devoted to the determination 
of local efficiency and local state point of the fluid from 
the observed impact tub® readings# These local values over 
the croBs-seotion of the flow are then reduced to mean effective 
values# The method used applies generally in that the effect 
of large density change within the element and the effect of 
supersonic speeds may be accounted for.
xxii
Review#
The problems presented by the flow of the working fluid 
through the elements of turbo maohlnery have 'been tackled from 
many viWîpoints and with inoreaelng intensity since the turn of 
the century* On the theoretical side the qlaseioal theoriea 
of potential flow, based on Ruler* e equations of motion for a 
non viscous fluid, represented a major step forward in an attempt 
to describe by mathematics the nature of fluid flow past and 
around solid boundaries, These equations were used, for example, 
to calculate the pressure distribution around cylinders, spheres, 
and aerofoils and gave results which ware found to be in 
substantial agreement with observations* Various anoiAalics 
were however apparent and those were suspected to be due to the 
neglect of fluid friction* The Havier Stokes equations of 
motion, which account for fluid friction, were found to be capable 
of solution in only a few simple oases*
Prandtl was the first to give a practical approach to the 
problem of fluid friction and to its effect on fluid flow# He 
divided the flow around bodies into regions where friction 
could be neglected and where the classleal theories of potential 
flow could be applied and into regions where friction had to be 
accounted for, these he referred to as boundary layers* Even 
at this stage ?randtl*s theories were the results of mathematical
treatment confirmed by observation#
The initiol work was of course associated with
steam turbines# In 1910 Brilihgt investigated loss oharac'tsristic;
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for plate type impulse turbine blades* Using a static test
rig he determined the effect of different blade inlet forms
and of steam deflectioni on the blade velocity coefficient•
The coefficient was showM to decrease with increasing steam
deflection for a given inlet form#
The most systematic approach to finding experimental
coefficients in the early days was due to the work of the Steam
UoB2îl0 Research Gommitte© of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers* This Gomm&ttee was formed in 1914 with the initial
aim of providing much needed information on the efficiency of
typical steam turbine noszle forms# The bulk of the experimental
work took place between 1921 and 1930 and is summarised in
2the sixth and final report # In the Oommittee’s apparatus the 
impulse principle was used to obtain a ziossssjL© velocity coefficient# 
The momentum of the steam jet issuing from the noŝ ile was 
measured by the force exerted by it on a flat plate which was 
placed at right angles to the direction of the jet. Great 
care was taken to ensure that all of the jet momentum was absorbed 
at the plate and, since the plate had to be at right angles to the 
mean direction of the jet, preliminary experiments to determine 
the efflux angle of the jet were necessary* This efflux angle 
was initially measured by a meta,l vane placed in the jet. Tests 
were made on ''cast in" impulse nosEsles, "built up" impulse 
no£!zles, Parsons blade type nojsslas and on elementary nozzles 
;wtbh a straight axis. In the bulk of the experiments the efflux 
angle was always less than the nominal outlet angle of the nozzle.
In addition it was found that as the pressure ratio across the
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noaale was decreased the efflux angle increased and so approached 
a value nearer the geometric outlet angle# The difference 
between the efflux angle and the geometric angle was found to 
depend on the nos2;le plate thickness and it was thought that the 
proximity of the flat surface, inclined at a small angle to the 
stream at outlet, caused a auction effect on the jet# Thus with 
the curved type of outlet in the Parsons nozzles or with a 
chamfered Outlet the deviation of the jet from the geometric angle 
v/as not so great# In general the nozzle velocity coefficient 
was found to decrease with increasing steam velocity from low 
velocities up to approximately 800 ft/sec, to remain fairly 
constant to about 1600 ft/sec and to increase there after* The 
minimum values of the coefficient were found to be sensitive to 
the length of the parallel portion, a large parallel portion? being 
detrimental# It was also found that, a roughness on the nozzle 
profile, produced by machining a screw thread on the nozzle had 
an adverse effect on the coefficient* In an intmediing series 
of experiments on straight elementary nozzles with different 
inlet forms, it was foxmd that at high velocity (about 2,000 ft/sec) 
a nozzle with sharp inlet had a velocity coefficient almost as 
high as a similar nozzle with a rounded inlet#
The impulse plate method of the Oommittee*s apparatus was 
used in an improved form by Giffen and Orangé in work preoeeding 
1939 but not published until 1946* The object of this was to 
investigate the rising characteristic of nozzle velocity 
coefficient with decreasing steam velocity at low speeds as
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obtained by the Nozzle Research Gommittee and the results were 
in apparent disagreement with those obtained by the Oommittee*
In a Parsons Memorial Lecture in 1939 Guy^ describes 
experiments with which he was associated wherein the vane method 
of measuring efflux angle was dispensed with and a yawmeter used 
to find local values of efflux angle at the exit of typical steam 
nozzles. He again found that the mean efflux angle increased 
with increasing steam speed and found that at higher velocities
the mean efflux angle is given very closely by sin*"̂  opening/pitch.
5In 1940 Dollin used the reaction principle to obtain steam 
nozzle efficiency. He supported the nozzles in a static testing 
machine in such a way that they had limited freedom of torsional 
and axial movement and by means of balances measured the forces 
necessary to restore the nozzles to their original position.
This was claimed to be superior to the impulse plate method 
because, in addition to giving efficiency, it also gave mean efflux 
angle. The results of tests on a group of reaction nozzles 
showed that, as the pressure ratio was decreased, the nozzle 
efficiency continuously increased up to the critical pressure 
ratio. Also the mean efflux angle was always greater than tbat given 
by sin"" opening/pitch and indeed decreased slightly with decreasing 
pressure ratio.
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Stodola also gives the results of efflux angle tests but 
in this case on si ngle convergent parallel nozzles v;ith 
overcritioal expansion. The nozzles v/ere mounted in a nozzle 
holder with the axis of the nozzle pointing vertically upwards
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and the outlet face of the nozzle machined off obliquely to the 
axis. The eff3-ux angle distribution was apparently obtained 
by photographing the steam jet and making measurements from the 
photographs. The results show that for small pressure ratios, 
in the region of 0.2, the nozzle angle inoreased by as much as 
44 degrees at the inner or shorter boundary with a small positive 
or negative deviation at the outer boundary.
A considerable impetus to blading research came however
v/ith the advent of the gas turbine plant* The need for a
compressor which would be efficient at wide operating conditions
led to a great deal of work on compressor blading. The principal
7contribution is that of Hov/ell in his paper "Fluid hynamica of 
Axial Oompressors" in v/hich he pays particular attention to the 
variation of blade loss with incidence of the gas stream. Air 
was used as the working fluid in wind tunnels with cascades of 
wooden blades, a.nd deta-iled traverses were made of the outlet 
flow areas of the cascade with pitot or impact tubes and yawmetere. 
Thus for a given compressor cascade average values, usually the 
arithmetic mean values, of total hes.d loss and of stream 
deflections were obtained for various tunnel settings or incidence 
angles of the inlet stream. This in turn gave the permissable 
range of efficient operation of the cascade, since points of 
positive or negative stall were obtained by the above methods. In
addition the total loss at a given incidence v/ae divided into a 
profile loss or skin friction loss which could be measured at 
the mid height of the cascade, a secondary loss due to trailing
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Yortioes formed by unequal, static pressure diati^ibution within 
the blade passage and an annulus loss due to skin friction at 
the annulus walls-* fluid spaed effects on the loss characteristics 
in compressor cascades were allowed for by making use of criteria 
knovm as critical and maximum Mach number* Critical Mach number 
is reached at inlet to the blading when, at a given incidence $ 
there is a distinct increase in loss as the inlet speed is raised* 
Maximum Mach number is obtained v/hen the cascade chokes and the 
losses are api great that there is no pressure rise in the blading* 
Maximum Mach number was found to increase continuously from large 
negative incidence to large positive incidence# Critical Mach 
number on the othez* hand increases from large negative incidence 
to approximately zero incidence and decreases thereafter* The 
progressive increase in loss between critical and maximum Mach 
number is expressed in a simple graphical form in terms of the 
actual inlet Mach number and the efficiency at critical Mach number. 
Proceeding from the results of his research Hov/all evolved rules 
of procedure which are the present day basis of subsonic
compressor design. Details of these are given in papers by
B QHowell and by Howell and Bonham"'.
Todd^^ in his paper "Practical Aspects of Cascade Wind Tunnel 
Research" gives details of low speed and high speed (up to Mach 
Ho. of one) wind tunnels and of the methods anp, instruments used 
in observing flow pattern and loss* The methods given in this 
paper are substantially the same as those used by other 
investigators including Howell. The success of the cascade work
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on compressor blading led to an appreciation of the need for more
11information on turbine blading. Ainley in his paper "The 
Performance of Axial Flow Turbines" gives results of similar 
cascade wind tunnel testing on turbineiblade sections. The work 
on turbine bla.ding is however not as comprehensive as that on 
compressor blading and is often limited to cascade testing and 
subsequent modification of a proposed blade section until a 
suitable profile is obtained. Attempts have been made, notably 
by Waske^^ and Oarter^^ to correlate the results of cascade testing 
with the classical theories, mentioned previously, of potential 
flow in order to obtain a logical procedure of calculation which 
would relate the known basic laws to the performance of a turbine 
or compressor stage* These methods have still to obtain 
widespread recognition and experimental work is still the basis of 
the design.
A feature of all cascade wind tunnel v/ork is the use of the 
pitot tube or impact tube to measure local total energy leaving 
the blade. The tube itself has been the subject of much 
investigation notably by Todd ^ and Hodkinson^^* With 
suitable precautions it gives an accurate method of obtaining 
local values of blade loss. In a supersonic stream, however, 
modification must be made to the observed impa,ot tube pressure 
to obtain the stream total head pressure, due to the formation
of a detached shook wave in front of the impact tube hole.
16Details of these modifications are given by Bairstow and 
Durand^^.
xxix
The volume of present day knowledge on the behaviour of 
turbine and oompreesor elements is considerable* The future 
needs of industry will nevertheless demand an increasing research 
programme on blading elements* The effects of high and low 
deflection and of varying degrees of reaction in turbine blades, 
the effects of blade form and pitch ©specially in supersonic 
compressors, the effects of compressibility, Reynolds number, 
secondary flows and of radial equilibrium are some of the subjects 
requiring further investigation. One disadvantage of cascade 
wind tunnels is that the teat sections normally operate at one 
pressure and usually the exhaust from the cascade is to the 
atmosphere. This atmospheric exhaust has many obvious advantages, 
but it does preclude testing to find the effects of large density 
change. In addition the design of a variable density wind tunnel 
with its associated compressor is relatively difficult and is 
expensive. The apparatus used here, while not giving the : 
flexibility of variable change inherent in the atmospheric 
cascade tunnel, does give a simple way of obtaining a variable 
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Methods of ObtalmzWg the high grade energy exchanged between 
the WorkiniS; Pluxd and its BurrouBdin̂ ççs in Flow and Mon»*flow 
prooesees with -partioular reference to the effect of friction 
in a Steady Plow Prooees,
In turhinea and compressors we are concerned in the main 
with the steady flow process and in particular with the 
transfer of mechanical work energy from or to the working 
fluid* Since the relationships between kinetic energy 
changea, mechanical work transfer terme and the changes in 
the properties of state of the working fluids in steady flov/ 
processes, are but one particular (though extremely important) 
application of more general laws, it is fraitful to consider 
the methods available for obtaining energy transfer in 
different processes#
Section 1 Processes without friction#
Gonsider a cylinder fitted with a "weightless” piston 
where the space between the piston and the cylinder head is 
filled with lbs of a perfect gas at pressure and 
specific volume V^* (Pigs la, b, c, and d). The volume of 
gas involved is then « ^1^1* original boundary of
the system is shown by the dotted lines and the pressure of 
the fluid in the surroundings of the system is Pg (Pg <  P̂ )̂
In considering the subsequent behaviour of the gas in the 
systoBi we shall presume that no heat crosses the system 
boundary and that effects of friction may be neglected.
In case (a) (fig# la) suppose that the gas expands 
alov/ly to Pg so that at 1 all times equilibrium is established 
between the gas and its surroundings* This means that a 
variable restraining force (P) must be maintained at the piston 
rod, of such a magnitude that this force, together with the 
force exerted on the piston by the fluid surroundings, is only 
slightly less than the gas force on the piston# The total
3 .
v/ork done by the gas which appears entirely as displacement 
work at the piston (the fluid boundary) is given by
^1 <  - . ( f a J L i Z i Z â )  ______ (1).
y : 1 ^ y - 1
This total work may be divided into useful external work done 
on the force ̂]?Y a^d into v/ork which is absorbed by the 
surrounding fluid at the fluid boundary* The useful external 
work is then
r p. ^ Pp 1
I ' ^ - fg (Tg - V  J ----- O '
and this equation may be rearranged to give
P, V, - PpVp Pp %
— S-£) _ (1 ) Pg Vg   (3).
y •“ 1 ^
In case b and o (fig lb and o) a stop is fitted to the piston 
and the gas in the system is initially contained in a rigid 
closed vessel# We shall presume that the piston is fitted 
with a suitably shaped nozzle, which may be opened or closed 
instantaneously* and that at the nozzle exit an ideal impulse 
rotor is fitted* v/hich is capable of absorbing all of the 
kinetic energy supplied to it* Suppose that the nozzle is 
opened allowing the pressure inside the vessel to fall*
In practice, if the vessel is large compared v/ith the throat 
area of the nozzle, and if the nozzle is suitably designed 
we may assume isentropic expansion in the vessel and in the 
nozzle*
Let M* P and V be the instantaneous mass, pressure and 
specific volume of the gas remaining in the vessel sometime 
after the nozzle is first opened*
Then ^  « ( ^  ) and ̂  ^ 1 - (4)*
By applying the steady flow energy equation to the instantaneous 
ejection of mass S"M through the nozzle, the elemental kinetic 
energy generated at the nozzle exit, when the pressure inside
4.
the vessel is P,is given by
5-M (PV - Pg Vg)   (5).
Hence the total kinetic energy generated at nozzle exit, as 
the pressure inside the vessel falls from to P, is given by
- jir i - r  (rvi - % )  ap _  (6).
1 ^ 
this gives
In V, y p i
T 3 T  - r ) - “l T & T  (1 - ) ̂ 2^2    (7)-
and is identical with the work obtained at the turbine*
Paso b* If the pressure inside the vessel is allowed to fall 
to Pgf then from equation 7 it can be shown that the total 
kinetic energy is given by
p. V. - Pp Vp Pp ^
%  ("-  ' y  - %  (1 - (5“) ) rg Vg -----  (8).
which is identical with equation 3*
In this event all of the original lbs of gas whether 
finally insidfe or outside the vessel, has expanded from 1 ^ 2 *
Pp 1E. (1 (ay-) Y ) is the mass which has discharged from the
^1
yesael and has been exhausted against the back pressure Pg# 
Rogers and Mayhew approach^ the problem of ease (b) by applying 
the unsteady flow energy^ equation and they show that the 
kinetic energy (or turbine work) is equal to the decrease of 
internal energy of the gas in the vessel minus the enthalpy 
of the fluid which has left the vessel* It cam of course 
be shown that this gives the same result as that derived in 
equation 8*
Case c# If the process is stopped! by closing the nozzle 
when the pressure inside the vessel reaches P, then the 
total kinetic energy generated can be shovm from equation 7
5.
to be
% (%) ̂   ̂) (- 4  T 'r"— )'
X
^ ( 1 •* {^) 7 ) ?2 ^2 ■ (9) #
X ^
Here (^} 7 is the mass which remains inside the vessel
^ p i
and has expanded from 1 *• P (fig lo) # ^̂ i (^) 7 ) is the
mass whieh has expanded from 1 - 2  and has been discharged
against the back pressure Pg*
In cases a and b all of the original mass of gas expands 
from the initial state (1) to the final pressure Pg* The
total high grade energy released appears entirely as 
displacement work in (a) and as a combination of displacement 
work and kinetic energy in (b)# Por either case the total 
high grade energy released is given by ( PdV, where P is the
jsY
pressure of the gas in the system (SY) and dV is the elemental 
change in total volume# In (a) and (b) the displacement 
work done, by the gas in the system, on the fluid surrounding
pg &
the system is (1 - (jr*)  ̂^2 ^2*
1 1 
Pp THere (1 # (^)  ̂) Vp the total volume of surrounding
fluid which is displaced and Pg is the constant pressure of 
the fluid in the surroundings• This displacement work at the 
fluid boundary can be written as f PdV, where P is the pressurejsu
of the surrounding fluid and dV the total elemental change in 
volume at the surroundings* This boundary displacement work, 
which is absorbed by the surrounding fluid, is not in general 
useful work and the useful high gra.de energy released,
(equations 3 or 8), may be written as 
PdV —  f PdV
L a   '“ >•
5.
In case (o) where the process ceases when the pressure in
the vessel is P, the system may he divided into two parts* ^-p * iThe first part being that which contains the mass, (^)  ̂,
which is finally left in the vessel, and has expanded from 1 - P-
P ^The second is that containing the mass, (1 -  ̂) which
is finally outside the vessel having expanded from 1 - 2 #  
Although no single pair of properties can be used to describe 
the final'state of the gas in the system, the total high grade 
energy released is obtained by finding J^PdV for each of 
the parts of the system (equation 9)* Thus for case (c) 
the useful high grade energy released is given by
j B d V  + J pav - f PdV
Mass remaining mass finally
in the vessel* outside the
vessel*
In the general case a system may be divided into a number of 
parts and in addition the system may be in contact with 
surrounding fluid at a number of points, at each of which the 
fluid pressure may be different, and indeed at each point the 
fluid pressure may vary during the process* For this 
general case the useful high grade energy released will be
given by /  f / 1
4 PdV - >  PdV   (11)*
SY ^ SÜ ̂
In case (d), (fig Id) the weightless piston is initially
fitted with a stop* If the stop is suddenly removed the gas
in the system is subjected to a free unrestrained expansion
and directional kinetic energy will be released in various 
amounts throughout the system* Referring again to cases 
(b) and (c), the rate at which the process proceeds depends 
on the size of the nozzle in relationship to the vessel, and in 
thermodynamics the energy relationships are independant of
the time taken for a process to be completed* Thus in case
(d) removal of the stop at the weightless piston is 
equivalent to replacing the piston with a nozzle of the same 
area* The process proceeds 8.t a rapid rate and approach 
velocity will he generated in the vessel as well as at the 
nozzle exit# In practice the directional kinetic energy will 
he reabsorbed as random molecular energy but, if ope postulates 
that viscous drag forces will be absent, then case (d) is the 
same thermodynamic problem as cases a, b, or o* The system 
in case (d) cannot be conveniently divided into two parts 
as in case (c), and to obtain the high grade energy released, 
at any given time, (by using equation 11) the pressure-volume 
history of all the elements of the system would have to be 
accounted for#
In a steady flow process a mass of gas, contained within 
a system boundary, already possesses kinetic energy as the 
system moves towards a control volume* During this approach 
to the control volume the properties of state of the gas 
remain constant and there is no deformation of the system 
boundary* Within the control volume all of the elements of 
mass in the system suffer the same series of pressure volume 
changes* Again in the exhaust the properties of state remain 
constant * The total high grade energy released is given by 
PdV.
m
To obtain the useful high grade energy released, one must 
consider the displacement work done on the system by the fluid 
boundary at inlet, where the pressure is constant at P^, as well 
as the v/ork done by the system on the fluid boundary at exhaust, 
where the pressure is constant at Pg#
Thus from equation 11 the net dispi&cement work absorbed 
by the fluid surroundings is
£  [[ïdï] -  *^2 M g  . _ Ï2
SÜ
8.
and the useful high grade energy released is
r
'SY
PdV ^ P^ V]̂ - Pg Vg mm VdP
8Y
y.
Section 1 - Summary*
There are a number of ways for obtaining work done and 
kinetic energy changes in closed systems and in open systems 
with steady and unsteady flow* These include the non-flow 
energy equation, the steady and unsteady flow energy equations* 
These relationships have been applied here, to processes 
where friction may be neglected, to illustrate the meaning 
that may be attached to areas on the pressure volume diagram 
in all of these systems*
It is shown that, when any of the elements of mass, which 
together comprise the total mass within a system, suffer a 
pressure-volume change the summation of ĵ PdV for all such 
elements gives the total high grade energy released in the 
process. This high grade energy may appear as a combination 
of mechanical shaft work, displacement mechanical work, 
displacement work done at the fluid boundary on the surrounding 
fluid, and in increase of directional kinetic energy, which is 
retained by some or all of the elements of mass*
A distinction is made between the total high grade 
energy released in the process and the useful high grade energy 
released. The useful high grade energy released being the 
total high grade energy less the displacement work done on 
the fluid surrounding the system. This useful high grade 
energy for any flow or non-flow process is given by equation 
11 and for the particular case of a steady flow process 






Section 2é ^ i'he stieady flow prooess with friotion in the
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elements of Turbo Machinery#
In all actual turho-machinery elements there is some 
degeneration of high grade energy to low grade molecular 
energy by friotion forces# In the previous section we have 
seen how the high grade energy' involved in a process may be 
obtained. In this section the influence of friotion on the 
relationships derived in section la will be considered by 
studying a steady flow process through the rotor blades of a 
centrifugal machine (Fig# 2.).
In the flow of any real fluid through the blades of 
turbiner;or compressor elements the properties and velocity 
of the fluid are not constant over any given cross-section in 
the flow# As the fluid molecules pass through the blade 
passageI those molecules in immediate contact with the blade 
surface are at rest relative to the blade# Thus there is 
relative motion between layers of molecules resulting in 
momentum transfer from one layer to another* This involves 
resistance to the flow and results in a drag force on the blade# 
Hence in any real flow, friotion results in an uneven 
distribution of properties and velocity normal to the mean 
direction of the flov/j In addition, it is the difference in 
static pressure at a, given cross-section between the oonca¥® 
and convex sides of the blades, that results in blade lift#
In an account of blading performance for axial flov/ 
turbines and compressors by Shepherd the lift and drag 
forces on the blade are related to the change of whirl velocity 
between inlet and outlet, to give the work energy transferred# 
Since friction is involved it follows that the v/hirl components 
of velocity are not uniform over the inlet or outlet 
cross-section and the use of average values of these velocity 
components is implied in Shepherd's analysis# Thus 
Shepherd combines the effects of a non uniform distribution 
of fluid properties with the essentials of a one dimensional
11.
flow treatment*
Ab a general example of a steady flow prooeee with 
friction consider the motion of a working fluid through 
the rotor blades of a centrifugal compressor# The 
arra,ngement is shown in fig 2. The fluid enters at radius 
r^ at the rate of m lb/sec and leaves at radius rg# The 
rotor vane is defined by the path 1 -  2, lying between the inner 
and outer radii and coy is the angular velocity of the vane*
At radius r let
u «» the radial velocity of the fluid*
B «» the tangential velocity of the vane#
CO w the absolute angular velocity of the fluid*
v^ « the absolute tangential velocity of the fluid,
v^ » the velocity of the fluid relative to the vane#
V w the absolute velocity of the fluid#
V the specific volume of the fluid#
^  » the angle between the tangent to the vane and the
râ dius r# 
and b » the breadth of the passage*
We shall presume that the properties and velocities are
constant with angular position at a given radius, a state
which is approached as the number of blade passages is increased
In such a one dimensional treatment it is then necessary to
presume that the force of friotion is concentrated at the20boundary (see Rogers and Mayhew )#
Thus at radius r 1let f « the total friction force tangential to the vane* «*1and F « the total force normal to the vane#
As each element of mass arrives at radius r its acceleration 
along and perpendicular to the radius may be shown to be
^  - (ô r and r ̂  + 2um respectively#
Thus for a continuum of particles passing through radius 
r the radial and tangential external forces on the fluid are 
m (du - w ^rdt) # sin ̂  - f^coe^ - dP2 ̂ rb
12.
1 1and m (rdto + 2uwdt) « F cos ̂  + f sin ̂  respectively.
This gives the radial force per unit mass flow as 
du - w^rdt = F sin ^  - foos ̂  - -P-
and the tangential force per unit mass flow as
rdcD + 2uo)dt « F cos ̂  + f sin ̂  ______ (14).
Where F and f‘ are forces per unit mass flow.
The elemental work input at radius r per unit mass is obtained 
from equation 14 as
dWI =s (rdm f 2u wdt) r cOy _____  (15)#
now v^ « cor, dv^ « todr + rdm and udt « dr ______ (16).
À dWI m (rdVg + v^dr) coy (17).
This well known relationship is given by Hunsaker and 
21Eight mi re . In their generalized approach to the problem
the external forces are obtained by considering the momentum
of particles entering and leaving a control volume and the
rate of change of momentum is referred to two arbitrary
directions mutually at right angles* In the analysis shown
here some simplification is obtained by choosing at the outset
reference directions along and at right angles to the radius.
Since however this involves a moving coordinate system, account
must be taken in equations 13, and 14 of centrifugal and coriolis
22accelerations * (Shapiro )♦ For turbines and compressors the 
control volume is the space within an annulus concentric with 
the axis of rotation. In Eunaaker's analysis it is assumed 
that the momentum within the control volume does not vary with
time and that the velocity and direction of the fluid are
uniform entering and leaving the control surfaces, that is at 
the inner and outer radii of the annulus* These assumptions 
are in accord with the provisions stated earlier v/hen dealing 
with a one dimensional flow With friction « From the geometry
p p pof the veloolty triangle at r, u + (s - v^) =• v or in 
differential form
8dv^ + V|̂ ds = (rdv^ + iî dr) = udu +sds + v̂ d̂v̂  ̂- T^dv^
( 1 8 )
13.
Hence from 17
dWI Wy (râv^ + «« vdv + sds - ____
Equation 17 ie an exact differential
v| - V? Bp^ si "* ^rg
A WI (SgV^ ^ ^  4, t ---
d JL
  (20),
From 16, and using the mass flow equation^ 13 and 14 may he 
expressed as
du - ^  « P siii^ - f cos^ -   (210.
and
dv̂iy ^ oos^ + f sin^  (22),
Eliminating P from 21 and 22 gives
udu - v^^ ^  - u tan^ dv̂  ̂+ uv^ tan^ â| . OPV - ||g^ —
now u tan^ « s v^t u *» oqB^  and ~  «,
Hence from 23
udu + -v̂ dv̂  « sdv^ t v^ds «• dPV - fv^  (24)#
Hence from 19
a m  + ft?̂  « dWI - vdv   (25).
and
dPV + fv^ « sds -   (26).
Equations 25 and 26 apply to any steady flow process with 
friction. There is no restriction in the proof to adiabatic 
flow and the equations may he used where there is a combination 
of friction and heating from a reservoir external to the system. 
The steady flow energy equation gives
dH dQ « dWI - vdv   (2?)#
or de t PdV + Vdf - dQ « dWI ^ vdv   (28).
where dH and de are the changes in enthalpy and internal 
energy in the process and dQ is the heat supplied from an 
external reservoir.
14.
Interpretation of equation 25 for steady flow oompression 
and expansion processes*
For a compression process from 1 «• 2# equation 25 gives
2 / 2 Vt ̂  Vo^ /9Q\dPV + fv^ « WX +1 ^1 r ^
Vi^ - Vg^WI t    is the total high grade energy absorbed in the
/2
compression and \ fv is the friction work# Thus of the
Jl ^
total high grade energy utilized in the process a proportion/2
of it I the friction work, is degenerated and I dPV gives 
that part of the high grade energy used# v/hich is usefully 
employed in creating the pressure rise. For an expansion 
process equation 25 is best written as
- dFV w dW3) t vdv t fv^ _ _  (30.
or for an expansion from 1 2
1 V (31)dFV # WD 4 -z— g— i- )l ^ -------------- *— -- Ui;»
where \ dFV is a positive area on the F- V diagram*
; 2
In section lA it was shown that for an isentropic steady flow
process - dFV# (equation 12)# gave the useful high grade
energy released# The total high grade energy released being
the sum of the useful high grade energy and the work absorbed
by the fluid surroundings* In considering equation^ 30 or
31 a further distinction must be made# The term ( dFV
J2
ma.y again be regarded as the total useful high grade energy
which is ever released during the expansion process#
However during the process a part of this energy is degenerated
by friction to low grade energy so that the net useful high
fl (2 Vp^ - v-| ̂grade energy released is \ dFV * \ fv^ or WF + — —
y 2 V1 ^
Qomparison of an adiabatic steady flow process with friction 
anâ a similar diabatic process without friction.
T
HEAT SUPPL.IED IN 
DIABATIC P R O C E S S
i = FRICTION W O R K  IN
A D  IA S A T  1C P R O  C E S S
FIG. 3.
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Suppose that in the diahatio process the heat supplied 
from an external reservoir is such that the path traced out 
hy the state point of the working fluid is the same as that 
in the adiabatic process»
Hence from 25 / g / 2 / 2
for the adiabaticf f dPV f f fv^ *• / (dWI - vdv)^  (32)*
and for the diabatic dPT ( (dWÏ - vdv)^  (33)
yi Jl -----
for a compression process since f dPV is common 32#*33$ or 
/"2 /
/
fv_t gives the extra high grade energy required to effect 
1 ^
the pressure rise*/g
For an expansion j ̂  fv^ is the loss of useful high grade
energy released*
From 27 for the adiabatic
dH - (aWI - vdv)j (34).
and for the diabatic
dH - dQ « (dWI - vdv)^ ^ ̂   (35).
Since dH is common 34 35 32 ## 33 gives
^2 /2
dQ ^ fv_  J 3 6 ) é
Jl J 1 ^
i#e* the friction work in the adiabatic process is equal to 
the low grade heat energy supplied in the diabatic process.
Hence referring to figure; 3ythe area a 2 1 b on the T/^ 
diagram represents the heat supplied in the diabatic process 
or the friction work in the adiabatic process.
Interpretation of the *̂non>̂ flow” energy equation applied to 
a system which is subjected to an adiabatic one dimensional 
steady flow process with friction*
For an adiabatic steady flow process v/ith friction equations 
28 and 25 give
0 « de + PdV fv^  (37).
16.
In the non-flow adiabatic process in a closed system this
equation is usually written, o « de dWD* dWD is then the net
total high grade energy released* Equation 37 is in accord
with the conclusiona^reaohed for isentropic processes in
section la* fhe ( PdV again gives the total high grade
)lenergy released and includes the work absoAed by the
surrounding fluid# The net useful total high grade energy
released is obtained by subtracting the friction work from 
'2
PdV, and this quantity of high grade energy is obtained
1
by depleating the store of internal energy of the system*
Equation 37 may be written as
0 4* fv^ de + PdV  (38) *
In the form of equation 38 the friction term appea,rs along 
vfith the external heat term suggesting that in its effect 
friction is of the same nature as heat* In equation 37 
on the other hand friction appears as a. work term* In fact 
friction is the mechanism whereby high grade work energy is 
degenerated to low grade energy and as is shown in the comparison 
of the diabatic and adiabatic process the effect on the working 
fluid, of the low grade energy created, ie the same as that of 
supplying the same amount of heat from an external reservoir.
(see equation 36)#
In present day concepts heat is considered as energy in 
transfer across the boundary of a system* With this 
definition there should be no need to refer to external" heat 
since all of the heat entering the system must come from 
an external source# In a one dimensional treatment of 
fluid friction the friction force occurs at the boundary 
and the low grade energy created could be considered as 
crossing into the system at the boundary* Since in the 
actual process however, friction occurs within the body of 
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0?.he adiabatio steady flow prooeas in axial flow tur~bo«* 
machinery elements#
Equation 27 gives
dH + vdv « dWI  (39).
or « WI (40).02 ̂1 --------
i.e. the change in total head enthalpy ie equal to the 
work input.
For axial flow elements where there is no appreciable radial 
shift equations 25, 26, and 27, which are alternative 
expressions for the net useful high grade energy, give
dïî + v^dv^ « 0  (41).
or IL - «*0 (42).
02r °lr
i.e. the relative stagnation enthalpy remains constant across 
the moving blade row, the relative stagnation enthalpy being that 
obtained by complete diffusion of the relative velocity.
Prom 25, 26 and 27 the total high grade energy involved may be
expressed as
Por a compression:-
the total high grade energy absorbed i^ o o
2 __ 2 /2 1̂ 2  ̂» V,Vn - Vp WI + — -— £ dPV + — g— ^  « Eg- ___(43)
and for an expansion *-
the net useful high grade energy released is ^
WD + j 2 dPV - j ̂  fv^ « — --g-— —  « % - H 2 „(44)
Comparison of an adiabatic flow process and a similar 
isentropic process for axial flow elements.
Consider an adiabatic steady flow process (1 - 2) and 
an isentropic process from the same inlet state point to the 
same final pressure, (see figures 4A and 4B).




V, - Vo ( ï*! VpWI^ + A. » 4L. . dPV„ -  «---—  “ Hp„ - H,  (45).
46 — 44 **
and for the isentropic expansion the useful high grade energy 
released is
Vgg - V?
“ )2s = ---"-F'— ; “ «1 - «28 — (46).
From 43 and 45 the extra high grade energy required:.in
adiabatic compression compared with the isentropic compression
«  -  45 fv, . j ^ dï(v - Ï3) - — s- . %  - — ( «
and this is a loss of initial high grade energy*
For the expansions the loss of useful high grade energy 
released is 0 0
2 a«(V - \ )  " “ «2 - «28 — (48:
The loss of useful high grade energy in 47 and 48 is known
as the enthalpy loss#
Referring to figures 4a and 4b the enthalpy loss may be
divided into the basic friction work loss in the process,
/2
( \ fv « area a21b on the T/S diagram), plus an auxiliaryIl /2
loss term, ( \ dP(V V^) *» area 122^ on the P/V or /̂<p
— <- / 1
diagramsV which is the result of the "heating'* effect of the23friction work. Kearton refers briefly to this division of 
the enthalpy loss for compressions. For the expa,nsion process, 
fig 4b, the auxiliary term is negative showing that the increase 
in specific volume causes some of the basic friction work loss 
to be returned as useful high grade energy. In similar 
expansion and compression processes therefore, where the basic
friction work is the same, the loss of high grade energy will
be greatest in the compression process.
19.
Section 2 - Summary*
In a steady flow process in the elements of turbo-machinery 
the friction work is given by ( f v^ where f is the friction 
force per unit mass and v^ the 4eloeity of the working fluid 
relative to the moving blade. Friction is the mechanism by 
which high grade energy is degenerated to low grade energy.
$he low grade energy produced is equal in magnitude to the 
friction work and causes an increase in the internal energy 
and in the specific volume of the working fluid. This 
"heating" effect of friction is the same as that which would 
occur in a diabatic process without friction where the heat 
supplied from an external reservoir is equal in magnitude to 
the friction work. In a steady flow compression process, 
where one is interested in the efficient utilization of 
available high grade energy to create a pressure rise, the 
friction work is that proportion of the total high grade 
energy used, which is degenerated and does not produce pressure 
rise. The high grade energy which is usefully absbrbed is 
given by ĵ dPV,
For the steady flow expansion process the term - dPV gives 
the total useful high grade energy ever produced during the 
process. During the process however, part of this energy, 
the friction v;ork, is degenerated and the difference 
( - VdP - ^ fv^) is the net useful high grade energy released. 
Comparing a steady adiabatic flow process with a similar 
isentropic process, the loss of useful high grade energy is 
given by
I + Jap(v - Vg).
The "heating" effectr: of the basic friction work loss causes 
an increase in the specific volume of working fluid so 
that the actual specific volume (t) xs greater than the 
isentropic specific volume (¥„)♦ Hence the loss of high 
grade energy may be divided into a friction work term plus
20
an auxiliary loss term reflecting this heating effect of the 
friction work* In compresBione the auxiliary loss term is 
positive 80 that friction results in more high grade energy 
being required* In expansions the auxiliary loss term is 
negative and there is a retuim of some of the friction 
work as useful high grade energy#
21,
FAET 1 (b).
Dosses and loss coefficients in axial flow turbo-maohinory 
elements - a review of the methods used to express losses in 
blade elements and their interrelationships*
H
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Losses and Iioss Ooefficients In Axial Flow TurbQ«»MaoMnery 
Elements» ## A review qjf the methods used to express losses in 
blade elements and their interrelationahlpa»
Section l,##The axial flow turbine blade element»
Gonsider a steady adiabatic expansion in the rotor blade of 
an axial flow turbine stage from inlet state point 1 to the 
state point 2. (fig 5)»
The loss of useful high grade energy known as the entha,lpy
loss is given by equation 48 as
2 /I _ 2 _ 2
/
f f
g «   2----  « Hg - Hggfv -1 ^ y
dividing by this gives
—  ~ -- 1----  - 1 ____  (49).
   — ^ -------
^2s
Hg - Egg ,
The ratio   > is known as the enthalpy lossy ^
^2/2 v^
coefficient. The ratio —  » K, is the blade velocity
^2s ^ 2
coefficient and the ratio ^  or is the relative
% 8
total head efficiency of expansion in the moving blade » 
Equation 49 gives the relationship between these methods of 
expressing the loss as
£  = - 1 -  1   (50).
^2/2 ^  or
The irreversibility in the expansion may also be expressed
23.
aa the increase in entropy during expansion i#e# as
^2 w. ^ 2s ^2 ^ F o r  this adio.batic process the
the change in entropy is entirely due to internal friction 
effects and is sometimes called the internal entropy change.
It can he shown that$ where such an irreversible: increase in 
entropy occurs in a cycle # the loss of cycle work is given by 
the product of the cha.nge in entropy and the lowest temperature 
at which heat is rejected in the cycle.
Prom figure 5 assuming the relationships for a perfect 
gas the entropy increase is given by
fz - f 2̂ “ °p ffg ----—  (51).
Eqtuatioïi 42 gives H = II. or T. and, while°2r °lr °2r " °lr
there is no change in relative total head temperature across
the moving blade row$ the drop in relative total head pressure
affords another way of expressing the loss.
From 51 m T p y - 1* p Cn -, O-j -, T/
f2 - / 2 b  “ % “ «P ^
... lU - Hp^
f 2 •" / 2s “ “ ®p ^ ------------ ' )
. o, log, (1 +.... .1 ^ ^ ^ - ) ^    (52).
®2r
This relates the entropy increase with the enthalpy loss and 
with the loss in relative total head pressure# This loss in 
relative total head pressure furnishes a useful method of 
determining losses in practice and is usually expressed as a 
total head pressure loss coefficient defined as
Y . !■?!£ 1  !l2jT-   (53).
i / 2  V^2
Substituting in 52 for the enthalpy loss and total head pressure 
loss from 50 and 53 respectively gives
24.
f  ""̂ 1/2
fz  - / 2s “ • °p " ~q~~T; )P
/I T̂»  ̂ y ** 1 
=. c log (1 + ï~i/i L. ) y — --  (54).
°2r
This gives
/2 - / 2s - - loge (1 - £ )
Y ^  Mp^ ^ ^ 4 ^
■ los. (1 . _ ( 5 5 ) .
Where Mgp is the relative outlet Mach number.
Equsition 52 relates the losses while equation 55 relates the 
corresponding loss coefficients.. Useful approximate 
relationships may be obtained from these equations using the 
series expression for log (1 + x) where x is small*
Hence approximately from 52 and 55
2
°2r.
YR —K— M p /
- (1. ^
Hence approximately y
Y = £ (1 + Mgl )   (57).
and when 1
Y w £  ( 1  Mgp )    ( 5 8 ) .
and for incompressible flow
Y - £   (59).
A further method of expressing the irreversibility in the 
blade is the use of a blade drag coefficient (0^), This 
is given in terms of the pressure loss coefficient (Y) as
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where p/^ Is the pitch to chord ratio for the blade,
the mean direction of the flnid as it passes through the 
blade and g fluid efflux angle, the angles being 
measured from the axial direction#
• 3!he enthalpy and total head pressure loss coefficients 




and Y„ « -r-̂ ~---- ^  (62).
*/28 7 ^ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------
2s
If these definitions are used relationships similar to 
those above are obtained but in terms of the relative 
isentropic outlet Mach number Mp
sr.
Section 2 The axial flow compressor element#
Oonsider an adiabatic steady flow compression process in 
the rotor blades of an axial flow compressor stage from the 
inlet state point 1 to sta,te point 2 (fig 6) #
In the compression 1 2 the loss of high gra.de energy
compared with an isentropic compression from state point 1 
to the same outlet static pressure is given by equation 47 as 
Enthalpy loss « (63) »
In compressions however one is often concerned with the 
energy absorbed in the actual adiabatic process in reaching 
the final outlet total head pressure. Compared with an 
isentropic compression from state point 1 to the outlet total 
head pressure the loss is given by
"total head" enthalpy loss « (64)•
°2r °2sr -----
The general expression for enthalpy loss is given in
equation 47 as
+ )dP (V - Vg)
26.
In equations 63 and 65 the friction work term is common (as
is the entropy increase) "but because the specific volume
Vg is greater than the specific volume the auxiliary
loss term is greater in 64# Hence H. H. ^  - Hg„
^2r ^2sr ^
In compressions either of these definitions of enthalpy loss
may be used and they are related approximately by the
expression ^
- H «» Hg ) ____  (65).^2r ^2sr *̂2 2 ŝ
For the compression the enthalpy loss coefficient is defined 
H. - H
H- - H- H - IL
f a  ■ - 1 - Ç -  ■ 1 - |a«. -  '’O'*
« °lr ^ ^
where is the relative total head efficiency of
compression for the moving blade#
The total head pressure loss coefficient; for a compression 
is defined as^ - Jr
Y « Ir °2r   (53c).
By methods similar to that for an expansion process it may 
be shown that the entropy increase is related to the enthalpy 
and total head pressure losses by the relationship
%  - ^0
f 2  - /2s =• - S  loSe 3̂- - )
®lr
Prt p. 1
=■ - o log (1-------  — ) ^   (52c).
^  ®°lr
and substituting in 52o for the enthalpy and pressure losses 
from 50c and 53o gives
28.
Part 1(b) m. Summary.
The loss of useful high grade energy in a rotating turbine 
blade passage is variously expressed as an increase in entropy, 
a, blade velocity coefficient, an entha.lpy loss coefficient 
or as a total head pressure loss coefficient. The 
relationships between these various methods for expressing 
the loss are given in equations 50 and 55# They may be 
applied to a static nosîîîle or blade row in which case the 
relative velocities, Mach, numbers etc become absolute values. 
Approximate relationships between the coefficients which suffice 
in many applications are given in equations 56 to 59#
The method by which the loss in the blade row is
expressed has historical associations with the techniques
of loss measurement available at the time to the research
worker* The earliest method was that used by the steam
turbine designer in which he "worked back" from overall test
figures to determine the efficiencies of the elements.
hater the impulse plate method was used to determine the
total force of the jet issuing from a nozzle or blade.
Here the loss was expressed as a noiŝ jle or blade velocity
coefficient# With the advent of the gas turbine, with its
a8socia,ted pitot tube technique for loss determina.tion, the
losses are given as a total head pressure loss coefficient*
When comparing data from these sources it should be borne
in mind that the steam turbine data may be obtained from
high speed teats whereas the gas turbine cascade tests are
usually for Mach numbers less than 0.5# Before making a
comparison therefore, Mach number effects should be accounted
for by applying equ8.tion 57# In addition, results from tests
using the Impulse plate method give three dimensional loss
24in the blade. Horlock , who has previously summarig;ed for 
the turbine noszle or moving blade the relationships given 
in this section, points out that the results apply to an 
imaginary two dimensional flow having the same flow rate and 
overall..losses as ..the, actual stream. In a. three dimensional
29.
flow there is a small dieorepanoy between the square of the 
velocity coefficient and the total head efficiency. This
discrepancy increases with decrease in nozzle efficiency.
25Values for this discrepancy are given by Kearton " .
With regard to the total head efficiency of the nozzle 
or blade row Kearton^^ uses a different method to express the 
loss. He splits the total loss into two parts. The first 
part is the loss of kinetic energy between the outlet of 
the previous row .and the immediate inlet to the row under 
consideration. This loss is accounted for by using a 
carry over coefficient; . The remainder of the total loss is 
then attributed to effects within the blade passage.
Horlock points out thsit this division of the total loss is 
artificial since the boundary layer behaviour v/ithin the 
blade is dependant on the entry flow. In addition it has 
been shown here that the bulk of the blade passage loss is 
given by ĵ fv̂  and the average value of v^ within the 
passage is affected by the entry velocity.
Loss cdefficientB and efficiencies for axial flov/ 
compressor blading are defined in this section and their 
inter-rela.tionship. is given in equations 50c and 55c, the 
corresponding approximate forms are given in equations 56c 
and 59c* Most of the present data on compressor blade loss 
is for low speed flow (Much number<iO.5) where the loss is 
expressed as a total head pressure loss coefficient.
However there is a tendency at present for the operating 
Mach numbers to greatly exceed 0*5* This in turn necessitates 
high speed cascade testing where it may be convenient to 
express the loss as an enthalpy loss coefficie3at *
In turbine and compressor rotor blade elements (figs 5 
a,nd 6) the high grade energy released (or absorbed) in the 
process is given by the enthalpy difference Hp (or
and for each case the loss of high grade energy is given by
30.
1̂2 - On the other hand the quant it lea »• Hg
#,nd IL - ÎL ) which a.ppear in the definitions of relative
^Ir
total head efficiency cannot he expressed in terms of high 
grade energy associated with the moving blade# The loss 
in the rotor blade however depends largely on the term
.fv^ which suggest that the blade be examined in a static
test rig, where the pressure and temperature at inlet o,re the
same as those for the moving blade, but where the inlet
velocity is made equal to the actual inlet relative velocity.
In this case the quantities - Hr. and H. - are the
°lr
high grade energy released or absorbed respectively in the 
static test rig, in expansion or compression from or to the 
total head pressure. Again in the compressor element (figure 
6) two definitions for enthalpy loss are given. These are 
the enthal%)y loss Hg ^ and the "total head" enthalpy loss 
* The relationship between them is given in°2r °2rs
equation 65# The total head loss has a meaning in terms of 
high grade.energy only for a simulated : sbati c test on the 
element. These points are referred to again in the 
definitions of efficiency given in the next section.
31
PART 1 (o).
Effioienciea in axial flov; turbiùe and compressor stages* —  
A method of expressing the efficiency of the flov/ process 
in the stage and the interrelationships between the process 
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Seotion 1* Efflclenoles in the furMne Stage &
$he function of the following section is to correlate 
the various ways in which the efficiency of a turbine stage 
may be defined and to relate these efficiencies to the losses 
in the Individual elements which compris© the stage#
Befinitions of the efficiency of a turbine stage depend on 
the application for which the stage is intended. The function 
of most turbine stages, one possible exception being the 
turbine of a turbo-jet engine, is the efficient production 
of mechanical work energy and stage efficiency definitions 
reflect this fact# In all turbine stages however one is 
concerned with a steady flow process in the stage and in the 
elements which comprise the stage. At the outset here an
efficiency definition for the steady flow process is given 
which is applicable either to the nozzle row, the moving blade 
row or to the stage, and which I© independant of the use made 
of the stage.
Oonsider the turbine stage shown in figure 7* The
working fluid enters the turbine nozzle at condition 1, total
head condition 01, and expands adiabatically to the state
point 3 at outlet from the moving row.
4l) The efficiency of expansion#
The efficiency of the expansion process in the nozzjle (H),
or in the rotor blade (H) or in the stage (s) may be defined as
Net useful high grade energy released in 
adiabatic expansion from the inlet condition 
q « to the exhaust pressure#
Useful high grade energy released in isentropic 
expansion from the inlet condition to the 
exhaust pressure#
Hence from equation 44
for the nozzle (fig 7B) '
^ - gg .  1--------    (66).
%  " ^2s n . %  ” ^2s
1 «1 - -Hj-
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Por the rotor "blade (fig 7D)
%  - ^̂3 1 _______________  (67).
/ r ” H p r ^  “ 1̂3 -
1 •*• H^-TTÇ-
and for the stage (fig 7A)
4  . %  - 5  ■ . _ _ 1 _     (68).
I ” “l - ’*383 , , %  ■ “ 3es1 + 1^-r-ij”
Expression for the stage efficienoy of expansion in terms of 
the losses in the elements.
The increase in entropy for the stage is
"  /^3ss “ fis, f 2 “  f  2q
Hence from equation 56
«3 - «388 “ %  - % 8  + ë  <»2 - Hgg)   (69).
Hence from 68 a,nd 69
(70).„    -----
^ T~ - ^28 ) + ^3 - ^̂ 3s1 + —  .
and from 67, 68, and 70 
'% m m— .— .— --       (71)*7, S 1 "k n -1
Tjr-’ - 1) (1 - H) + - 1) H
4  |n J r
where H is the degree of reaction for the stage
defined as R = |ç-Z' ̂    ^2).
alternatively from 70 and 50 (73).m
2
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(2) The total head ©fficienoy of expanaion»
In many instances one is more concerned with the final 
high grade energy available at the end of a process rather 
than with the energy released during the process#
The final available high grade energy is obtained by 
rearranging equation 44 as
V ^
H q - Hg « W D  +   (74).
H being the enthalpy corresponding to the state point 
^1
reached after isentropic diffusion of the inlet absolute 
velocity#
The total head efficiency of expansion for the nozzle
rotor bladeI or stage, may be defined as
Final available high grade energy obtained 
in adiabatic expansion feom the inlet total 
^ head state to the exhaust pressure#_______
^ Final available high grade energy obtained in 
isentropic expansion from the inlet total 
head state to the exhaust pressure#
This gives
for the nozzle (fig 7B)#
U  ■ K : ■ : : &'1 1 ♦
1
for the rotor blade (fig 7D).
and for the stage (fig 7A)*




   ,%08 ^
(78).
1 +
^  ( Hg . H2,) + H3 - H33
T  Z'-TT3
from 75 this gives
(79).7.0s " ï, 1 , H. - H,_
!/ 1 + ^  ( - % ^  - 1) (1 * Ko) + .gA.__..._3s
^ ^oH °1 3
Where Eo, the “total head" degree of reaction is defined as
^ H.
Eo . ^ - r -é- .  (80).
From 67
f.ôs “
1 + ^  (.._ J :-. _ 1 ) (1 _ Bo) ♦ (---—  - 1) Eo
 ̂ loK
(81).
Alternatively from 78 and 50
1     (82)
os g 2
. U  \  - , £ b 4 -
T% (“ir~^"" n; ) * n r — - s r2 Oi 3 °l 3
In figure 70 the appropriate relative total head enthalpies
for the expansion process in the rotor blade are shown#
It will be noted that the definition of total head effioienoy
of expansion for the moving blade, given by equation 76  ̂is
not the same as the relative total head efficiency (
which is related to the loss coefficients for the blade in
equation 50# As has been pointed out previously the
enthalpy drop IL - cannot be expressed in terms of the
^Ir
release of high grade energy and the relative total head 
efficiency should be regarded as the total head efficiency 
of expansion obtained in a simulated static test , rig#
H
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(3) effioienoy ̂  the turbine as a vroàuGBr of
meohanioal work energy*
WiWiiMmili B i  I 111   n  i » im i  r ' Tin irr'- m n ir r r r * * ^ ’" ' ——  i—'
The effioienoies of ex|)ansioii in the stage# which are
related above to the irreversibilities in the flow through
the elements of the stage# are concerned with the production
of high grade energy* This high grade energy is a
combination of mechanical work energy and kinetic energy
and in the design of the stage one tries to ensure that as
much as possible of the high grade energy appears as
mechanical work.
The stage) efficiency (distinct from the efficiency
of expansion in the stage) is defined as
^  ^ Actual mechanical work output 
^ ideal mechZIoal wo"S''"outpû ^̂
The actual mechanical work output is given from equation 40
as H ^ H :s* WD# The ideal mechanical work output depends 
°1 °3
on the history of the exhaust kinetic energy after tig working 
fluid leaves the moving row* This kinetic energy jĉ  ) is
known as the leaving kinetic energy# or carry over kinetic ehergy# 
The t(f%al to static stage efficiency*
For single stage turbines which are not fitted with an 
exhaust diffuser# or for partial admission stages of steam 
turbines# where in each ease the exhaust kinetic energy is 
degraded by friction# the final condition of the working fluid 
is given by the state point 3x ( figure 8); The st§ge
enthalpy loss is increased by — and the ideal work output
\
For this case the st̂ ĝe efficiency is known as the "total 
to static" efficiency ( ^nd is given by
h "  ■ ( & ! ) '  ' S  " T 5
■1 *. H-
°1 *■ ®3 (83).
37.
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1 * » ̂'2 ' \  - “03 ' «03
The total to total stage effioienoy*
For cases where the exhaust kinetic energy is not 
degraded, e,g* in a single stage turbine fitted with an 
exhaust diffuser, or in a.multistage turbine where the 
nosKle blades are,designed to absorb the leaving kinetic 
energy, the effective stage exho.uet pressure is # (fig* 8).
The ideal work output is then given by an isentropic
expansion from state point 01 to the total head exhaust ^ 2
pressure « This is given approximately by
3 1
and the stage efficiency v/hioh is known as the "total to 





y  v /  y ^
1 + ̂  ( ) + -g-—  —
2̂ Oj 0^ Oj
This definition of total to total stage efficiency in terms 27of the loss coefficients of the elements is due to Hav/thorne * 
Spécial application of the total to total efficiency#
For the particular case of a typical stage in a multistage 
turbine, which is designed for a constant carry over 
velocity, the total to total efficiency given by 85 
reduces to
Hi - H3
tt “ E T r i —  “1 - “3ss p ®
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i#e* the total to total efficiency is then identical with 
the efficiency of expansion in the stage*
(4) The blading or diagram efficiency*
For a given ideal stage isentropic heat drop#
the total head efficiency of expansion in the stage determines 
the high grade energy made available* It is the function 
of the rotor blade to convert some of this high grade energy 
into mechanical work energy* The blading or diagram 
efficiency is defined here as
Mechanical work energy produced 
B ‘lotai "hTgît grade energy available 
to the rotor blade*
JL JL - ' ™
This definition of blading efficiency differs somewhat from 
that noz%ally used for impulse stages# but is considered 
by the v/riter to have a wider application for both turbine 
and compressor stages* A comparison with the usual impulse 
definition is given in subsection 6.
(5) Relationships between the expansion efficiency, the 
blading efficiency and the stage efficiencies*
From 83# 87 and 77
. V ’ S
- X   (89)." ^ ts " ^ B Z 03
From 85 and 77
m / o s '    (90).H. -  -  V o  2 "* 'V̂ .h
39.
and from 88 and 77
a  - /m) 7os “ H Z ’'.-""""■rf388
Hence from 90 and 91
,, » — % M — _____ (92).
or from 89 ^  ^
^      (93).
(6) Deoign narametera and the ^^impnlae^ atage# 
Conelder an axial flow turbine stage where the axial 
velocity io constant* (figure 7)# 
Deaigii Parameters » Important cleeign parametero for the stage
are t?2 "** 3Tho total head degree of reaction, Ho «*
Oi" 3
The blade speed to jot ajjeed ratio,yX7 « ~
She work done factor or loading factor, Z ** ^5/ 
She blading or diagrara efficiency,
ŝ “̂ 2
Wh
If values of Ho and yO are chosen for the stage then the 
stage velocity triangles may be drawn to an unknown scale*
Thus the initial choice of Ho and /O determines all the velocity 
ratios in the stage, from vhiloh tne loading factor and blading 
efficiency may also be obtained* The totp.l head degree of 
reaction may be negative, îsero or positive corresponding to 
the velocity ratio ^3/v being fT 1, 1 or > 1 respectively#
Enthalpy changes in the atage# If any one of the stage 
velocities or any one of the energy quantities involved in 


































































































work output) is chosen# then the .magnitude of all velocities 
and energy quantities for the stage are determined# This 
being so the enthalpy changes across the noE^le row and moving 
blade row are known# In figure 9A enthalpy levels 
corresponding to positive# negative and ^ero degrees of 
reaction are shown. Y/hen the degree of reaction is positive 
the quantity Hg - is known as the reaction effect# For 
negative degrees of reaction the quantity - Hg is called 
here the compression effect.
Pressure changes in the stage. The pressure changes across 
the noKzle and blade row depend in the first instance on the 
location of the process in the H / ̂  field. When however 
the initial state point is known the enthalpy changes and 
element losses are the controlling factors. Possible pressure 
changes oorrespohding to positive and sero degree of reaction 
are shown in figures 9B and 90 respectively. For negative 
degrees of reaction possible pressure changes are shovm in 
figures 9D and 9E; To encompass these possibilities the 
total head efficiency of expansion for the stage is best 
retained in the form of equation 79# i.e. as
^os “■  ÎÜT -T--------------------     _ (79)'
/ 1 1) (1 « Ho ) f
2 |oN
In this equation the expression 
- H,_ Hp -
H - H, “ (hg - M, ~   (94).1 2 J
is the fractional stage loss occuring in the moving blade.
Ho positive figure 9B» For positive va,luee of Ho equation 
94 gives
g— —  » Ho (    - 1) _____ (95).
%  "3 ZR
where ^ is the efficiency of expansion 1# moving blade.
b
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Ho 0# figure 90* For sero degree of reaotion equation 94
where Hg the isentropic enthalpy drop in the mioving
blade. This enthalpy drop corresponds to the pressure drop 
required to maintain a constant relative velocity in the 
moving blade passage. The Kiero reaction stage may be regarded 
as a special case of a stage with a pressure drop in the 
moving blade where the efficiency of expansion in equation 95 
is îsero#
Ro negative» figure 9D. Where Ho is negative there is a 
pressure rise in the moving blade passage and equation 94 
may be written
- Eo (1 - ) - - RO (1 -   <57).
where "v is the efficiency of compression in the rotor 
blade* When the degree of reaction is negative it is better 
to work in terms of a degree of compression defined as
»oo
in which case equation 97 reduces to
af - a f  - ' ^ oe>  <99>-
If the efficiency of compression in the blade passage is 
îsero then there is no pressure rise in the blade passage 
and we are dealing with the 0ero pressure drop impulse stage, 
(figure 9F). Equation 99 then gives
" Hp
_ _ _  .  r - T i r  “ \ o  ------------
°i 3 Oi 3
The zero pressure drop impulse stage should therefore
42.
be regarded as a special case of a stage designed to have a 
compression effect in the blade passage# where the efficiency of 
compression is zero#
In such an impulse stage the blade passage loss is often 
expressed in terms of a blade velocity coefficient defined
as K  = ' ^ 2 *
It will be noted that this definition for the zero pressure
drop blade is identical with K « 3/v_ which is the
^3s
general definition used in equation 50# For the zero 
pressure drop impulse stage the usual definition of blading 
efficiency is
H H pa
Z2, « 1 3 (101) #(Kearton ),
J b \
H. Hp being the kinetic energy available to the moving ©1
blade #
For the total to static efficiency in the stage this gives
^ts “ ^  oN ^   <3.02]
This relationship is similar in form to the expression given here 
for total to static efficiency (equation 89) which may also 
be applied to the aero pressure drop impulse stage* This is
jte, “ ^  f  B  <̂ 9).
Equation 101 may be shown to give
I b “ " ' £ V  . s i
1 ♦   2 . (Horlock'^^).
while from equation 88
/ B  "   (104).
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It will be seen from equation 103 that the usual definition 
of blading efficiency for the impulse stage includes a term 
to account for the blade passage loss* Thus when using 
this definition it is assumed at the outset that it will not 
be possible to recover# as useful pressure rise# some of the 
energy associated with the compressor effect available to 
the rotor blade# so that all of the available compression 
effect becomes irreversible enthalpy lose*
44.
Section 1
Definitions of efficiency of expansion (equation 68) 
and of total head efficiehoy. of expansion ( equation 77) for a 
turbine stage are given# which account for the irreversibilities 
of the flow process in the stage and which are independant 
of.the application for which the turbine is intended# Since 
the definitions are for the flow process they may be applied 
to the individuo.l elements of the stage* The efficiency of 
expansion for the stage is given in terms of the element 
efficiencies and degree of reaction in equation 71 and is 
related to the loss coefficients of the elements in equation 
73# For the total head efficiency of expansion in the st§ge 
the corresponding relationships are given in equations8l and 
82# where equê tion 81 involves the total head degree of reaction#
Thus for a given total head stage isentropic heat drop 
(H^ ## B^^^# figure 7) the total head efficiency of expansion
determines the total amount of high grade energy made 
available to the rotor blade# The blading or diagram 
efficiency# defined in equation 88# then determines the 
proportion of this high grade energy which appears as 
mechanical work energy# the remainder being retained by the 
working fluid as leaving kinetic energy*
Two definitions of stage effioienoy (as distinct from 
efficiency of expansion in the stage) are given* Here one 
is concerned with the ratio of actual to ideal work obtained 
in the stage# In applications where the leaving kinetic 
energy is degraded the total to sta,tic stage efficiency is 
the criterion of performance and where the exhaust kinetic 
energy is not degraded the total to total stage efficiency is 
used# The relationship between the total to total stage 
efficiency and the loss coefficients in the elements is due to 
Hawthorneand is given here in equation 86#
The total to static and total to total stage efficiencies 
are related to the blading efficiency and total head stage














effioienoy of expansion in equations 89 and 93# It will be 
seen that if the total head efficiency of expansion is assumed 
constant then as the blading efficiency increases both stage 
efficiencies also increase* Hence from the point of view 
of stage efficiency it is desirable to design the turbine stage 
for maximum blading efficiency*
The actual variation in the stage efficiencies with 
blading efficiency, for different values of the total head 
efficiency of expansion, is shown in figure 10* It will 
be noted that, whereas the total to static stage efficiency 
varies directly with the blading efficiency, the rate of 
change of total to total stage efficiency depends on the 
blading efficiency range* for high values of blading 
effioienoy (above say 0*6) the variation in total to total 
efficiency is small# This variation does however increase 
as the efficiency of expansion decreases *
It has been shown that a choice of total head degree of 
reaction and of bla.de speed to jet speed ratio determine the 
form of the stage velocity triangles ahd the blading efficiency. 
It follows from this that as the blading efficiency vâ ries, 
the deflection suffered by the gas in the blading elements 
will change, The effect of this variation in gas deflection 
on the loss coefficients in the elements, should be taken 
account of in assesing the variation in stage efficiencies 
with blading effioienoy*
There are two possible definitions of an impulse stage*
The ’‘pure** impulse stage should be taken as one where the degree 
of reaction is zero, In practice this means that a pressure 
drop across the blade passage is necessary to maintain the := I 
relative velocity constant within the passage* The traditional 
impulse stage, where there is no pressure drop across the 
moving blade, should be regarded as a special case of a blade
46,
which ±B designed to utilise an increase in enthalpy (or 
compression effect) in the blade passage, but where the 
efficiency of the compression process is sero#
47.
Section 2, .. The Axial Plow OompreaBor Stage*
The axi0.1 flow compressor stage as a ‘’reversed** turbine stage*
Consider the axial flow turbine stage shown in figure 11A. 
As discussed in the previous section a choice of total head 
degree of reaction, blade speed to jet speed ratio and 
specific work done determines all the velocities and enthalpy 
changes in the stage* If all the stage velocities are 
somehow maintained in magnitude but reversed in direction the 
stage v/ill operate as a compressor stage in which the enthalpy 
increases in the rotor and stator blades will be equal in 
magnitude to the corresponding enthalpy drops in the turbine 
stage* Using the nomenclature of the turbine stage the 
velocities of the corresponding compressor stage are shown 
in figure IIB* It will be noted that the enthalpy increases 
in the elements of the compressor stage are determined by the 
choice of total head degree of reaction, blade speed to jet 
sp^d ratio and specific work output for the turbine stage*
The pressure changes in the elements of the stages depend 
on the element losses as well as on the enthalpy changes in 
the elements. Thus, while we may consider that the velocities 
oî£ the compressor stage are the reverse of those in the 
turbine stage, neither stage is reversible in the thermodynamic 
sense*
A complete comparison between the stages is obtained if 
the turbine is fitted with an exhaust diffuser to utilize the 
leaving kinetic energy The exhaust diffuser of the
turbine stage is equivalent to the inlet guide or nozzle 
blades, which proceed the rotor blade, in the compressor 
stage.
It will be noted that (a) the velocity (^3) entering the 
compressor stage rotor blade is equivalent to the velocity 
entering the turbine stage diffuser and (b) the velocity (̂ l) 
leaving the compressor stage diffuser is equivalent to the 
velocity of approach to the turbine stage nozzles* This
H
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Yeloeity does not appear in the velocity triangles*
Efiioienoiee in the axial flow oomnresBor stage*
Oonsider the axial flow oompressor stage shown in 
figure 12. OJhe working fluid enters the rotor blade (R) 
at condition 1, and leaves at condition 2« The fluid 
passes through the diffuser blade (B) leaving this blade at 
condition 3f In the rotor blade* stator blade or in the 
stage we are interested in the efficient utilisation of 
available high grade energy# The high grade energy available 
to the rotor blade or to the stage is the kinetic energy at 
1 plus the work input to the rotor blade# The high grade 
energy available to the diffuser bla.de is the kinetic energy 
leaving the rotor blade* In either of the elements or in the 
stage part of the total high grade energy initially available 
remains at outlet as directional kinetic energy when the 
compression process ceases#
(1) Efficiency of compression#
For any one element or for the stage the efficiency of 
the compression process may be defined as
Total high grade energy absorbed during isentropic 
compression from the inlet condition to the
exhaust pressure# ____________________ ___
Actual total high grade energy absorbed in 
adiabatic compression from the inlet condition 
to the exhaust pressure•
Hence from 43
fcr* the diffuser blade (figure 12B) 
for the rotor blade (figure 12B)
/h .   (670).
/cH ^2 " %  "2 “ &
and for the stage (figure 121)
A  .   (68c).
^os ®3 ■ %  “3 *" h
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2. Total head efficiency of compresBion*
If at outlet of either'of the el Went § or of the stage
the remaimimg kinetic energy is absorbed in a reversible
manner the pressure attained is the maximum actual pressure
possible from the process• The actual exhaust total head
pressure is thus the maximum pressure which can be reached
in the actual process when all of the available high grade
energy at inlet is absorbed. In the total head efficiency
of compression a comparison is made between the actual
available high grade energy at inlet and the ideal high
grade energy, which should be available at inlet* to attain
the same total head pressure*
Thus the total head efficiency of compression for
either element or for the stage is defined as
Total high grade energy required at inlet to attain in,'IsjentroEio, oqimp:?çssion; J exhaust
EI-8È Éûk'ë of 2 thë -pr o ë ë ë a ; ' _____ ________
qq” Actual f'ô al KigH' grade snê  ̂ required at inlet %
to attain in adiabatic compression the actual exhaust total head pressure.
îhus for the diffuser blade (figure 12D)
H„ • H5 - H„
/) 3s 3 3b (T5c1
for the rotor blade (figure 12B)
H - H, H. -
and for the stage (figure 12A)
H„ - Ht H„ - H„
4  -pSS— f  . 1 -  P - « 3%  -------  (770),
/ocs ^ 0 3  r  %  “ 03  -  ® i
Relationships between the element efficiencies of compresBion 
and the stage efficiencies of compression*
Using equations 65 and 56c it may be shown that approximately
50
®3 -  “ Sasi -  ®3 -  ®3« -  ®2b >
"«3  -  " ° 3 .B  ■ " ° 3  ■ ®»3b *
Heaaoe for the effioienoy of compression in the stage 68c andm690 give 3 ^a T %  “ ’■%S * (70o).
Job ■ ^ -------- H P T Ç ---------  ----
This may he expressed in terms of the element efficiencies 
given in equations 66c and 67c as
T
est ** 1 , *r̂  .
os
where Rc is the degree of compression for the stage defined as
1 ((1 - "" (1 ^dR^   (71o)
HO.
alternatively m̂̂ay he expressed in terms of the total
head enthalpy loss coefficients (equa/bion 50c)* It is shown 
in equation 65 that approximately
To Tp c
=2-X2b - T ; ^  ' S p ' S a r ' " ’̂  CeE
and
3̂ "  ̂“03 ’ ) - r <?oD “I”
i 03
Hence from 70c 2 2
^3 / ^CD , ^3 /®2 / <^oR ^^1/2 \\=a 1
cs O3 "3 -"2 "Og *3
 ___ (730).By similar methods the corresponding relationships may he 
obtained for the total head efficiency of compression*
These are ^
- H„ + °3 „ n
»3 “3» TJ- ( » 2 - » 2 b ) (78.).
...a’ ^ -------------------------------- -----
H
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3» Blading effloie.nor/#., total .to., total .̂..ancl ...total to atatio ■ 
effioiancy in the dompreeeor etage#
Blading effloienoy# In the design of a turbine stage it 
is desirable : to arrange for a high value of the blading 
effioienoy#  ̂ The veiooity triangles■for the stage and the 
blading effioienoy are fixed by a oholoe of total head degree 
of reaqtion, blade speed to jet speed ratio, and epeqifie 
work dome, the blading effioienoy being a function of degree 
of reaction and blade’ speed to jet speed ratio only# Thus 
for a given specific work output a choice of blading effioienoy 
for the stage in affect means ohooaing a value for the stage 
leaving velocity* If this same design ia used as a compressor 
staget by maintaining the magnitude of the velocities but 
reversing their directions, the work input in the compressor 
stage will bere^uàl in, magnitude to the work output in the 
turbine stage, and the inlet absolute velocity (v^ figure 13) 
to the compressor stage rotor blade will be determined by 
the initial choice of blading effioienoy#
The blading or diagram effioienoy for the oompressor






'fh%8 the Blading effioienoy for the compression stage gives
52.
the proportion of the total high grade energy, available
at inlet to the stage, which is mechanical work energy*
The total to total efficiency for the oompressor stage*
While the efficiencies of the compression process in
the stage have involved the total high grade energy available
to the stage, it is with the efficient use of mechanical
work energy that we are mainly concerned#
The tota.l to total efficiency for the oompressor stage
is defined as
Minimum work input required to attain the 
a ^Qtual outlet total head pressure of the stage* 
Actual to reach tbe same
total head pressure*
Thus
loft " ^ -!/ 03 0], 03 0^
and the efficiency may be expressed in terms of the loss 
coefficients in the elements as ^ 2
03 0]̂  2 °2r O3 °1
If the total to total stage effioienoy is applied to a 
typical stage in a multistage compressor where the "carry 
over** velocity is constant then
i.e. the total to total stage efficiency .-is the same as the 
efficiency of compression in the stage.
The total to static efficiency in the compressor stage.
In the case of a single stage turbine one has a choice of 
fitting or not fitting an exhaust diffuser. For the single 
stage compressor however the inlet nozzle or guide vanes
53.
are an essential part of the stage* The roll of these 
nozzle vanes for a typical stage in a multistage oompressor 
is assumed by the proceeding stage * Hence there is no 
parallel in the compressor stage for the total to static 
efficiency of the turbine stage*
Relationship, between blading effioienoy# total to total 
stage efficiency and total head efficiency of compression 
in the compressor stage*





ÏT I T T
  M B  , _  (90o).
and from 88c and 77o 
/)
T o e s  3 s b
This gives ^. 1 _ (1-.. /c2Së )  (93c).
/  J b
Hence from the stage efficiency view-point it is desirable 
to work with high values of blading efficiency, which means 
in effect operating the stage with a low approach velocity 
at inlet to the rotor blade*
54.
Section 2 Stiimmry#
An analogy between the axial flow turbine and compressor 
stage is given$ which is a useful tool with which to study 
the effect in the compressor stage of the stage design 
parameters* fhe compressor stage is considered as a similar 
turbine stage where the velocity vectors of the turbine stage 
are reversed in direction* If the two design parameters, 
the total head degree of reaction and the blade speed to ;)et 
speed ratio are chosen for the turbine st©.ge then the form 
of the velocity triangles, the blading efficiency and the 
loading factor are determined for both the turbine stage 
and its compressor counterpart* This approach facilitates 
the interpretation of the role of the compressor stage 
elements* ?or example, it is evident that theuihlet'guide 
or no25île blades of the compressor stage are equivalent to the 
exhaust diffuser of the turbine stage# The onialogy would 
be complete for a turbine and similar compressor stage where 
there were no losses in the elements, so that each stage was 
also reversible in the thermodyhadio sense* fhen the pressure 
drops associated with the turbine stage would be equal in 
magnitude to the corresponding pressure increases in the 
compressor stage*
In dealing with efficiencies in the compressor stage, the 
proceedure adopted is the same as that used in the turbine 
stage* Definitions are given of the efficiencies of the 
compression process in the elements and in the stage, and 
the interrelationships between the stage and element 
efficiencies are developed* Ihe total head efficiency of 
compression in the stage is given in equation 97c and is 
related to the element losses in equations 8lo and 82c*
In the total head efficiency of compression we are 
concerned with the high grade energy available at inlet to 
the stage to effect a pressure rise* Ihis high grade 
energy is the sum of the work input to the stage and the kinetic 
energy generated in the inlet nossle blades, which proceed
55.
the stage* The proportion of kinetie energy to work energy 
in the available high grade energy depends on the initial 
choice for the blading efficiency of the stage. Since however 
we are particularly concerned with the work energy absorbed, 
a definition of total to total stage efficiemy is given which 
is the ratio of the mimimim to the actual work required to 
attain the maximum possible stage pressure* (equation 85c)*
A relationship between the total to total stage officdmncy, 
the blading efficiency and the total head efficiency of 
compression in the stage is given in equation 93c* It will 
be seen that, for a constant total head efficiency of compression, 
the stage efficiency increases as the blading efficiency 
inorea.Bes*
With regard to the total to total stage efficiency it 
v/ill be noted that the definition given here is similar to 
one which is sometimes called the "total head efficiency of the 
stage"* This latter efficiency is however usually applied 
from the state point at inlet to the stationary nosale blades 
and would therefore take account of losses in these blades*
In a turbine stage the total to static efficiency is 
the criterion of performance where there is no exhaust 
diffuser# In a compressor stage however, kinetic energy must 
be generated at inlet to the rotor blade and hence the 
equivalent in the compressor stage of the turbine exhaust 
diffuser must always be present* There is thus no parallel 




Gonditions for maximum blading efficiency in axial flow 
turbines and compressors ** factors affecting the choice of 









Pondit ions for maximim blaâliig effioienoy ±n axial flow 
turbinea and oompreasors faotore affeoting the ohoioe 
oi design parameters for the stage*
(1), The blading efficiency# Consider the axial flow 
turbine stage shown in figure 14. We shall presume that 
the stage axial velocity is constant»- which means that the 
blade heights at inlet and outlet are adjusted to nullify 
the effect of the change in specific volume across the 
moving blade. The reaction effect in the moving blade is
H2 " H3 - 2
coefficient (P) given by
V r,
and we shall define a reaction
- V—  -
“S“
(105).
The work done is given by





A V g O O S   r r
'̂ JcOScé + (% - 8)
Hence from 106
WD ?» s ( j W,2 ''2 
using the ble.de speed to tangential jet speed ratio 




















WD - rvw 2 ( ?—  + (1 - r)^ + 1 - (T ) _(109).2eoB oL
 ̂ + (1 - (T )̂  + 1 - 0")^  JoOB oL
The high grade energy available to the moving blade is
Vo2H. H n  e* — y y —  ( 1 4- Of) W I ■ ■ rr i. i/ r r .n lr -n f- ^ — n r t ï  (  X 4 Gt )  (  110 )  «
O l 3 2 2 ooe'̂ oL
Hence from 109 and 110 the blading or diagram efficiency 
is given by  :_
(j—  - + ( i - D ^ + i - D  _(iii).
Thus the blading efficiency depends on 0” > c?4 and G* and 
we shall henceforth treat the nozzle angle as a constant »
(taken as 20^ throughout). Hence for a given value of G$ 
is a function of [T" only ahd we can find the speed 
ratio for maximum blading efficiency ( y^max) by 
differentiating ^ with respect to and equating to zero. 
Hence for maximum blading efficiency for a given reaction 
coefficient G
^ 1-4 008 <?(■ (112).
(for max ^^)
The maximum value of the blading efficiency is obtained by 
substituting 112 for CT“ in 111, this gives
„ g + ooâ o<L  (113).
^ Bmax 4 G .
The variation of and (7” for various values of G is
shown in figure 15. The maximum value of the blading
effioienoy increases with increasing values of the reaction 
coefficient and the variation is shown in figure 16*
(2). Form of the velocity triangles when the stage is 
designed for maximum blading efficiency#
From equation 107* i------------ —
V COS /S, - %  I — * a  -0“ )̂   (114).3̂ ^ 2 J oos
'BM AX ,q - = 0  5 
cr = 0-79
o~
0  = GAS d e f l e c t i o n .
\  < ^ M A X  
= Q 5
= 0 S3 .
%  ^  %  M A X  














and at maximum ’blading ©ffioienoy \J~' is given in Xl2 as a
function of 6# Substituting in 114 for 0 gives
G—
v„ COS « v™ I .%  • +----- Sg£..4 --- g, __________(115).
/ j " 2  J  oos'^oC ----
ïhus at maximm the outlet whirl velocity v^ is zero
and only the inlet whirl component v̂ ^̂  is removed* The
form of the velocity triangles when thg stage is designed 
to operate above and below SJ~' « 1 Wbŝ cZ is shown in------- g------------
figure 17 for a given reaction coefficient*
(3)f The work done factor or loading factor for the stage.
The work done or loading factor for the stage is defined
as Z « WBy/ 
from 109 this gives
_S_----------------- ♦ 1 - C~)  (U6)
COB c <
i.e* Z is a function of G and C“ • The variation in Z 
with (7™ is shown in figure 18 for different reaction 
coefficients* When the stage is designed for maximum 
blading efficiency the value of the work done factor is 
obtained by substituting 112 for U~ in 116, this gives,
G" '"""ÿ"-” .
Z  ̂ ^ 2 /I + COB oC . T \ 2at max ̂  ̂  g—  ̂ '   2.......  1 - U ) « g-^̂ or max
^  2
(1 t OQS^oC )  (117)
The work done factor at maximum blading efficiency is a 
function of G only and is twice the raoiprooal of the blade 
speed to tangential jet speed ratio for maximum blading 
efficiency* The relationship of e^nation 117 is given in 











^hUB when the atage is deeigned for maxlmnm blading 
efficiency for a given reaction coefficient| the work done 
factor -decreases with increasing reaction coefficient,..-.and 
hence when efficiently utilising a given blade speed the 
specific work output decreases aa the reaction coefficient 
rises# An impulse blade therefore gives a large specific 
work output with a low bla-ding efficiency, and a reaction blade 
gives a small specific work output with a higher blading 
efficiency, when each is operating at the same blade speed*
At maximum blading efficiency the work output given in 
equation 109 reduces to
1 4* COS cLWD = 8 Tg, . » v„ “ ‘ ..'  (118).
^2 ^2
If the whirl velocity at inlet to themoving blade is 
maintained constant, then as the reaction coefficient increases 
we get more output work per pound but this also means a 
progressively increasing blade speed# (bee figure 20).
(4)» Qompresaion in the rotor blade passb̂ es. of a turbine 
stage.
%he effect of various amounts of compression in the
rotor blade passage can be studied from figure 21, where the
blade speed is reduced below that required for Èerox.degree \ -
of reaction# For negative degrees of reaction, where v_ X v_ ,
^3 :̂2
a compression coefficient (G ) may be defined as 
V_ 2 - V 2
a .  (119).
Vg/ 2
As before It may be shown that the blading efficiency is given 
by p
2 CT"Goa "oL t
B " T T S   ( :(1 - 0”)̂  - * 1 -ĝ -(120).2c (/ COS cL
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The condition for maximum blading efficiency ie
a.
.—  1 - 008 cL (121) #(T ”  2---  ----
and the work done factox* at maximum blading efficiency is given 
Z «
by p
J^OQB ‘oL  (122)*
COB oC «*
The variation of with (7“ for various values of is shown
in figure 22 and iv will be observed that the maximum blading 
efficiency reduces substantially as Cl̂ increases* In addition, 
as a^is±;creased, the permissable variation in CT“# about
^(for max ^void a serious fall in blading effioienoy
is considerably reduced. The work done factor at maximum 
blading efficiency is shown in figure 23 and increases as 
the compression coefficient increases.
(5)* Relationship between the reaction coefficient (G)* the 
total head degree of reaction (Bo) and the degree of reaction (R) 
Gonsider the stage enthalpy changes shown in figtare 24.
The total head degree of reaction is defined as,
ÎU ^
 v r   (GO).
and the reaction coefficient as
Hp H ,
® - a„ - h ; —Oi ^
Thus the reaction coefficient and total head degree of reaction 
are related by the expression
» - -  HO -
The usual definition of degree of reaction is
Hp -  HH «  jf. __ (72).
-m
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D̂his definition is useful only when applied to a typical stage 
in a multistage turbine where the carry over velocity is 
constant* In such a case the stage enthalpy change 
is identical with the stage work output * Thus from equations
105 and 109?
R » '̂̂2 ~ ^ _______________ _(124),WD_________ %.___S, Z ~ 2 G — ' .y.I  + (C!: - _r)ÇT"cos oi Vo ( 00s‘‘oi
liras R is in general a function of G and ç ~ .
When desigijing at maximum blading efficiency however equation 
124 gives
R .   »-----   <125).
(for max cob ^ G
For a "50 degree" reaction blade? E »* 0.5* G « 0*884 
and hence G
mI  1 ^ COS oCV (for Max " S' '
The relationships between Eo? G and E given in equations 
123 and 125 are shown in graphical form in figure 25#
(6). The blade speed to jet speed ratio*
The blade speed to jet speed ratio ? /O == is related
to the blade speed to tangential jet speed ratio by
yO aa CT” COB od (126) *
A speed ratio defined by
/O'-__________________________________ ____ (127)'
/ "̂3'
is however sometimes used, where the velocity v^ i® the
velocity which would be attained in expansion in a noszle,
in which the noz2;le heat drop is equal to the stage total
head heat drop ## H^* i#e, v^ 223*8 ^1 1
The equivalent blade speed to tangential jet speed ratio 
would be defined as
it'- -Dvf—  ---
»3
63.
where vw'' is the tangential oomponeiat of the velooity v4
3
assuming that the no!3zXe outlet angle is the same as that for 
the no2iejle of the stage under consideration (see figure 24).
The speed ratios given in equations 126? 127 and 128 may he 
related to the total head degree of reaction for the stage,
= -£1_ a IL. a /I _ Ro (129)./o 0-- vg/ y ----
Hence when the stage is designed for maximum blading efficiency 
equation 129 gives
G g
(1 t j/l - Ro « (- -- 1—
J 1 4* g
 (130).
This form of the speed ratio is useful in a number of 
a,pplications# For example? if the stage heat drop a.nd 
blade speed are determined? equation 130 gives the total 
head degree of reaction for maximum blading efficiency and 
so determines the best way to split the available stage heat 
drop between the static and moving rows..1 The relationships 
between \J ? (j“ ^and G for maximum blading efficiency are 
shown in figure 26#
(7). Oonditiens for maximum blading efficiency in the
axial flow compressor stage#
For the compressor stage shown in figure 12? a compression 
coefficient may be defined as
V  - %
and the blade speed to tangential jet speed ratio as
r“  * where Vm is the whirl component of the absolute
^2
velocity entering the stator blade.
Ho
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In a similar manner to that of the turhine stage it may 
he shown that the work input is given hy
9,'I - Ç-v„2 ( I  1—  + ( 1 +  1 - (T)  (109o).2 (/ cos oi
and the blading efficiency is--------- - -------------- -
h ■ «7;̂  ■ " ̂\T«f (,/ĥ * " TlUoir
where (Â is the stator blade inlet angle#
Thus for a given stator blade inlet angle maximum 
blading efficiency is obtained when
.—  1 +  COB oC (I12c).
V *=* — — s------------  -------
The analogy between the compress br. stage and the 
turbine stage, discussed in Part l(o), may be used to determine 
the effect in the compressor stage of varying the stage 
design parameters# , Thus the conclusions reached regarding 
the variation of blading efficiency and loading factor, 
with reaction coefficient and speed ratio for the turbine 
stage, may be applied to the compressor stage# These 
conclusions are summarised in figures 15, 16, 18, 19, 22 
and 23 and when they are applied to the compressor stage 
it is only necessary to replace the reaction coefficient 
Ct with the compression coefficient
The 11/ diagrams for compressor stages corresponding 
to turbine stages with positive, zero and negative degrees of 
reaction are shown in fïigure 27# They are
(a) a conventional compressor with compression 
effect in the rotor blade#
(b) a zero degree of compression stage.
and (o) a stage with expansion effect in the rotor 
blade#
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While from the point of view of stage efficiency a
turbine with compression in the rotor blade is liable to be
inefficient, because of the greater losses associated with
a diffusion process, a compressor with expansion in the
rotor blade could give a more efficient compressor with a2Qlarge loading factor# Shepherd  ̂indicates that this type 
of compressor stage is only possible where the stage velocities 
are low, otherwise the operating Mach number will be such 
that flow separation may occur in the stator blade*
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Part 1 (a.) Summary♦
For an axial flow turbine otage the blading effioienoy 
and loading factor are derived as functions of the blade 
speed to tangentia,l jet speed ratio ( CT" ) t sind of the reaction 
coefficient (G), (Equations 111 and 116), The reaction 
coefficient is defined as the reaction effect in the moving 
blade divided by the kinetic energy at inlet to the blade 
and is given in equation 123 as a function of the total head 
degree of reaction for the stage* For a given reaction 
coefficient and nozzle outlet angle the blading effioienoy is 
a maximum when
G— g—
r— 1 cos oiV ------- S-----
where oL is the nozzle outlet angle*
The variation of blading efficiency with (7“ and G is 
shown in figure 15* It will be noted that there is a. 
limited range of f about that for maximum blading efficiency, 
within v/hich \jr may be chosen without incurring a serious 
fall in blading efficiency* This range of C“ t along with 
the value of the maximum blading efficiency increase with 
increase in reaction coefficient* For a given reaction 
coefficient, the loading factor increases with decreasing 
values of , (figure 18), but the choice of loading factor 
is in general limited to the range of ̂  within which there 
is no serious fall in blading efficiency* When the stage is 
designed ifor maximum blading efficiency, the value of the 
maximum blading efficiency and the loading factor o,re functions 
of reaction coefficient only, the value of the loading factor 
being tv/ice the reciprocal of the blade speed to tangential 
jet speed rgftio. As the reaction coefficient rises the 
maximum blading efficiency increases (figure 16) v/hile the 
loading factor decreases (figure 19), In choosing a reaction 
coefficient for the stage therefore, a compromise must be 
made betv/een these conflicting factors*
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If the stage is designed v/ith a small compression effect 
in the rotor blade a considerable rise in loading factor 
can be obtained. This is however accompanied by a serious 
fall in blading efficiency. In addition, the position with 
regard to blading efficiency is further aggravated if the 
blade speed to tangential jet speed ratio is only slightly 
removed from that which gives maximum blading efficiency*
The variation in the stage efficiencies with speed ratio 
and reaction coefficient may be studied using the results 
derived in this section. The total to static, and total to 
total stage efficiencies are related to the blading efficiency 
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It will be seen from equation 89 that the plots of blading 
efficiency, given in figure 15, may be regarded as design plots 
of total to static efficiency against (7” where ^  is unity.
It has been shown that the blading efficiency and 
loading factor depend primarily on the choice of reaction 
coefficient for thé stage, (figures 16 and 19). In making 
this choice of reaction coefficient, the effect on the stage 
efficiencies may be obtained by assuming constant element
6d.
effioienoies and using form of equation 81.
When the reaotioli coeffioient is thus determined, a comparison
of a number of stage designs may be made, each corresponding
to a blade speed to jet speed ratio within the range where
the blading efficiency is sensibly constant* By this means
the optimum design from the loading factor and stage efficiency
viewpoint may be determined. In assesing the stage
efficiencies at this point, account should be taken of the
variation in the loss coefficients of the elements as the gas
deflection varies. An example of the way in which gas
deflection varies with at constant reaction coefficient
is given in figure 17* It may be shown that equation 82 can
be expressed as
^ 1 ________________________
1 + ̂  + r r i  (Q + + a  - t d ĉosIz )2
and to determine and it only remains to substitute
experimental figures for and
Typical such results for the variation in loss
coefficients with gas deflection, for blading which is
designed for optimum pitch to chord ratio, are given by
Soderburg . The gas deflection and loss coefficient decrease
as the blade speed to jet speed ratio rises* Thus the total
head efficiency of expansion in the stage will rise continuously
as the speed ratio is increased* The variation of stage
efficiency with speed ratio may then be deduced from the
blading efficiency graphs in figure 15 using the relationships
given in equations 89 and 93* for a given reaction
coefficient the total to static stage efficiency will exhibit
a steeper characteristic at speed ratios below that for maximum
■bMdihg-ef£M%h:^S and flatter characteristic above, compared
with the corresponding blading efficiency curve. Rogers and 
31Mayhew have considered the effect of friction losses bn the 
stage efficiency characteristic and have suggested that the
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speed ratio for maximum stage effioienoy may differ somewhat 
from that for maximum blading effioienoy*
The total to total stage effiqienoy has been shown to 
be mudh less dependant on the blading effioiency, especially 
at high values of the blading effioiency* (figure 10)* At 
values of the blade speed about that for maximum blading 
efficiency the totâ L to total stage efficiency will exhibit 
a much flatter characteristic th#i the total to static 
efficiency*
Equation 93 may be shown to give 
^ 1
1from which the total to total stage efficiency curve may be 
determined once the total to static characteristic has been 
established*
With regard to the definitions of degree of reaction 
given in this section, Shepherd used a different approach* 
He defines the degree of reaction as the reaction effect in 
the moving blade divided by the work output in the stage,
«2 - H3
®sh " — m r
This is a general definition which is not restricted to 
stages where the velocity entering and leaving the stage is 
the same* The relationship between and G is obtained 
by substituting for E in equation 124* This gives E^^
as a function of speed ratio and reaction coefficient* At 
maximum blading efficiency Ê ĵ  is a function of reaction - 
coefficient only and is given by
aR w M--- — — —
“  cos^ctC ^ a
Shepherd gives the blude speed to jet speed ratio for 
maximum blading effioiency as
70*
and the value of the maximum blading effioienoy as
2oos €>L
Using the relationship between and G for maximum blading
efficiency it may be shown that these latter expressions are 
identical with the corresponding expressions given here in 
equations 112 and 113*
For the axial flow compressor stage maximum blading 
efficiency is obtained when
G.1+^
u~
Here &  is the ratio of blade speed to the tangential 
component of the absolute velocity leaving the rotor blade, 
is the stator blade inlet angle and G^, the compression 
coefficient, is the ratio of the compression effect in the 
rotor blade to the kinetic energy at inlet to the stator 
blade# The way in which the blading efficiency and loading
factor for the compressor stage vary with the compression 
coefficient and speed ratio, can be obtained by using the 
analogy, between the compressor stage and similar turbine 
stage, discussed in the previous section*
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Part 2#
(a) The Determination in a static teat rig of Looal Total 
Head Efficiency of Expansion and of Stream Condition 
by means of an Imnact^Tnbe.
72*
The measurement in a statio teat rig of the looal effioiency of 
expansion and of stream condition in a subsonic or euneraonio 
stream by means of an impact tube*
The loss of high grade energy in a turbine or compressor 
element may vary from point to point in the exit plane of the 
element* The impact tube when set at zero incidence to a stream 
records the Ipcal value of the total head or stagnation pressure. 
Thus if the total head condition of the working fluid entering av 
nozzle or diffuser is known the tube may be used to give looal 
losses in total head pressure at the exit plane of the element.
The function of the following section is to relate the recorded 
value of total head pressure to the local total head efficiency 
of expansion in a nozzle or blade element and to the local state 
of the fluid when the element is examined in a static test rig used 
to simulate the actual operating conditions. The equations 
developed allow for the case where the fluid stream approaching 
the impact tube is supersonic, in which case the recorded stagnation 
pressure is less than the actual stagnation pressure of the stream 
due to the loss in the total head pressure across the detached 
shock front up#*stream of the tube* The relationships allow one 
to determine whether the looal flow is subsonic or supersonic and 
in either case the looal total head efficiency of expansion and 
looal specific volume is then given in graphical form as a function 
of the looal outlet stagnation pressure of the stream and of the 
theoretical Maoh number after expansion* The graphs are drawn 
for the theoretical Mach numbers at outlet from the nozzle or 
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ïiie measureraenli, in a statlo test rig, of the looal effioiency of
expansion a.nd of mteam oondition la a su'bsonlo or auper^omio stream 
by means of an impact tnbe *
Jet 1 denote Maoh Ho#
tf V It velooitj ft/eeo#
tl V If specific volume ft^/lh#
n P tf pressure Ih/ft^#
n ■̂ a It accoustio velocity#
It y tl isentropio index#
ft ft looal total head efficiency of expansion
ft m ft heat drop B#!ï#Ü#/lb*
ft ë tt acceleration due to gravity#
Referring to figures 28# 29 & 30# Oonsldef an expansion from 
the total head oondltion (1) (fotaX head pressure ) to the atatié
■>! . X
preeeura Pg# Thus an iaèntropio expansion from (1) gives the 
state point 2 ̂  after expansion and an adlahatid expansion gives 
the point 2 vfith corresponding total head pressure P^«
H.no. - 4 f  . )
L ’ V=V vi (1 - (̂ 1 J
y ^ 2
- i %  M  1 )   !«S
2Va/
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82.
A from 5 
V
X -(îi ) - ^  ' Ü
on simplifying this gives
y 1
/ 2\
V g  _________
y ii— W M  B R  II.'« wmi muMimiNn ii i i i^ ii i, i * i m
r 1
y p y ̂  ï'
A r  ** ( r  ) ^ (— -̂-1- + 1 )_______________ ________  (8#
2 3 ^
The above relationships apply with subsonic or supersonic
. Vflow at point 2. Equation (2) is plotted in Pig* 31 as ^
1against Mach number*
BpEquation (6) relates 7 t and theoretical Maoh No* after 
expansion Mo ̂  •
<% ^2figs, 32 and 33 give v to a base of jr* for various values 
of Mn . .
^  . Vp PpEquation (8) relates tr~ # tr“ Mq,^ and these are shown in*2^ ^3 ^
figs 34 and 35 for various values of .
Hence by obtaining the total head pressure Bg the local 
total head efficiency and local specific volume can be obtained 
from the above relationships*
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In subsonic flow the total head pressure is equal to the 
observed impact tube pressure# in supersonic flow however this 
is not so and a correction has to bo made to the impact tube 
pressure to obtain the actual total head pressure of the stream* 
Béferring to Bigs* 28# 29 and 30# for supersonic flow at 2 
the impact tube acts like a large angled wedge so that a detached 
shock front forms up-^stream of the impact tube * The total shook 
front is made up of a series of oblique shocks at various angles 
to the stream# However when the impact tube hole is aligned 
to be in the direction of the fluid stream# the changes of state 
experienced by the fluid approaching the hole correspond to 
those of a normal shock front#
f o r  supersonic flow then and Bg are the static pressure 
and total head pressure respectively after a normal shook jump 
from a stream Mach no# Mg# and Pg is equal to the observed 
impact tube pressure#
Hence from the theory of the normal shock wave the Hayleigh 
Supersonic Bitot Tube relationship is
^  .  ( T f l  « I  -    ( 9 ) .
Bp Y 1 Qalso we have that ^  « (1 f Mg (10)#
3
Equation 9 relates the static pressure at outlet with the 
impact tube pressure for supersonic flow and is shown in fig# 36* 
















10 which le general for suhsonlo or eupereonic flow#
?ig# 36 enables one to determine if the flow i© supereonio 
or ©ubsonio and if Bupersonic to obtain from the observed impact 
tube pressure the actual total head pressure of the stream#
Pig# 36 is drawn for superheated steam taking y » i#3, and 
has been reduced In size from its more aooufate and larger 
original for presentation here# ïhûs if the ratio stre§m static 
pressure/ Impact tube pressure is less than 0#545 the stream Maoh 
number is greater than unity and the ratio oan b© obtained
a© indicated# Shis ratio can then be used in Figs# 32 ## 35 to 
obtain local efficiency and specific volume*
When plotting the relationships given in this section use 
may be made of Keenan and Kayes das fables*^ l%ble 34 for 
isentropie compressible flow with y « 1#3 gives values of total 
head to static temperature ratio and total head to static pressure 
ratio for stream Maoh numbers ranging from 0 to 10: and may be used 
to obtain the plots of pressure ratio,# total head efficiency, and 
volume ratio in figures 31 to 35# fable 52 gives normal shock 
functions from which the plot of the Bagleigh pitot tube 
relationship in fig 36 may be made #
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Summary of Fart 2(a)
In aubBonlG flow the Impact tube# if placed correctly in 
the streaiE à$ the exit plane of a n o z z l B or of a n o z z l B and blade 
pair# will record local values of the total head pressure of the 
stream# If locally the flow is supersonic a correction must 
be made to the observed impact tube pressure to obtain the actual 
total determination of whether
or not the local flow is supersonic and the subsequent correction 
should this prove necessary are obtained using figure 36# fhc 
local total head efficiency of expansion and the ratio of the 
actual to the theoretical specific volume after expansion are 
shown to be functions of the pressure ratio# stream static pressure/ 
stream total head pressure# and of the theoretical Maoh number 
after expansion# Hence if one plots the local efficiency and 
volume ratio to a base of the above pressure ratio# for the 
various theoretical outlet Hach numbers at which an investigation 
ie to take place# the local to#l head efficiency and state point 
of the fluid may be readily and eaipressly obtained# fhese 
relationships are shown in figures 31 35#
ë?
. Part 2»
(b) Th© Conversion af Local Values of Bffloienoy and of Efflux 




EXIT P L A N S
89m
Determination of the Mean or Effective Values of Efficiency of
fepansion eto# from traverses over the Exit Planes of a Noggla
and Blade Pair#
It will be appreciated that spot centre line readings of
efficiency and efflnx angle have to he modified to take aooonnt
of two dimensional effects obtained from centre line traverses#
7 11The work of How,ell' and Ainley further emphasised the need for 
three dimensional traverses to account for secondai^ losses.
Having obtained the local values of efficiency^ specific volume 
and efflux angle from the recorded impact tube readings at any 
cross-section of the flow in a nos^le or diffuser it is necessary 
to reduce these local valties to a mean effective value which will 
to the whole cross -̂seotion.
This is done below with particular reference to the nossle 
and blade pair used in the experimental work but the same general 
method would be used in any turbine or compressor element. In 
terme of local values# expressions are developed for the mean total 
head efficiency of expansion in the nozzle or in the nosssle and 
blade pair* The mean efficiency in the blade itself may then be 
obtained and for the particular case where there is no reaction in 
the blading a mean blade velocity coefficient is derived. The 
theory is further extended to give mean efflux angles for the 
nozzlB and blade.
Deferring to figure 37# consider a nosssle and blade pair in 
which the isentropio heat drop in the nojsssle. is and in the
no02:1e and blade pair Suppose that traverses of the
nozzle and blade exit planes have been mad© and the values of 
local total head efficiency, specific volume and angle obtained 
over the areas*
let m a#' heat drop BTHt/lb.
« m M mass flow lb* per sec*
I V m local velocity ft* per sac*
fi oC local flow angle degrees*
H V «H local specific volume ft^/lb
fl *# local total head ©ffioienoy
tl da S39 plocal elemental area ft •
# f? w* the volume ratio V/t^ *
1» S» summation#
f K m blade velocity coefficient*
tl Xv ■af a mean value of x*
also let aubsorlpts n and b denote the nossle and blade outlet 
respectively*
Then at either plane the elemental mass flow at area da ie 
given by dm...........
The total mass flow is then m ** £ ........ .
2
But m ^  and ’** #
A m *« ^  ^  sinoC jty
m sin | r y     ( 1 ) *
Hence at the nos0le exit
m - slnoc|^ Ib/seo,  ________ (2)*
and at the blade exit
m - £  i sino<|i^ Ib/seo. __________ (3).
Kinetic energy at the exit planes.
At any plane the total flux of kinetic energy la 
£ |! V „alnoC.te ih/aeo ,
A Total flux of kinetic energy
3/
" ^ '^Ine^^ ) ft lha/seo. ___________ (4).
Hence for one Ih,
K.E, - ft iba/it.
BinoC^
. y da^
A DH - HH^ B.ï.tJ./lt.
/ £y"^ a l n K ^
A Ihe mean total head efficiency of exgoanaiqn is given by
^ yt,̂ A daf     (5).
I  £ Ÿ
 ----sino^ll
^ . . daand a t n ^ ^  (7).
The mean exit velocities for the nozzle and blade are given by
-223.8 . 223.8 /
It should be noted that is the mean total head efficiency of 
expansion for the nozzle and blade pair. ïhe efficiency of the 
expansion process in the blade itself is given by
92.
and the loss of high grade energy within the blade passage is
- (Ĥ , - H^) B.I.Ü.
A blade passage reheat loss is
. da , da
.(8)
For an impulse (aero pressure drop) blade this becomes
For the impulse blade the loss in the blade passage may be 
expressed as _2
(10:
Loss *. (1 #. K^) • (2- •* it?) 2  n ^'^n „ (11)
where K is the blade velocity coefficient.
Substituting for ^ ̂  from (6) in (11) and equating to (10) gives
K w /( - 1 - E f f f S - )  * £     (12)*
Effective mean exit anf̂ lee*
miuiywiw*  #1 iwi wmwwMWWWml"#"*#*#.
Let the mean exit angles for the nozzle and blade be oC and 
37^ respectively.
::?j*
Tangential force on the blade # ̂  % (change of tangentialc5
velocity) lbs*
« S (inlet tangential velocity f outlet tangential velocity) Ibe. 
Hence the inlet tangential momentum flux is
-  V« sin jj, da X oos ĵ ,)lbs.
n
" i (^^sin^^ II ) lbs.
" l^ n  ^ n
_ £ ̂  Sino^ OOSot ÎBW /n
" — :—
—  .£ ^ sin<kcoso<: ||similarly cos «C ̂  " ( — K— —      .A.U .) —  ... — . 114).
, Summary of Part 2 (b).
In Part 2 (lb) local values of efficiency and efflux angle are
converted to mean effective values taking account of variations in
mass flow per unit area throughout the exit plane element»
Equation 8 gives the mean efficiency of the expansion process based 
on the static state of the fluid entering the element» Equation 
5 may be applied generally to obtain the mean total head efficiency 
of expansion in a static test on a stator or rotor blade element*
In the derivation of equation 5» it is assumed that the inlot total 
head state of working fluid is constant over the entii's inlet flow 
area and the ideal final kinetic energy is that which would be 
obtained after isentropio expansion from this total head state to 
the static pressure at exhaust from thé element* Vfhen testing 
cascades of blades in a wind tunnel, the total head state at inlet 
to the cascade is usually uniform and the reference total head 
pressure is often taken as the static pressure in the settling 
chamber upstream of the tunnel or nozzle.
In equationsüG and 7 the relationship for mean total head 
efficiency is applied at the exit plane of the tunnel or nozzle 
( or at the exit plane of the blade cascade ( ̂  ̂ ) » If there
is a tunnel loss ^ ^ will be less than unity and to calculate ^  ^ 
the total head pressure at the immediate inlet to the cascade 
should be used» If the reference total head pressure is however 
taken as the static pressure in the settling chamber then the mean 
efficiency will include an ^^lowanoe for the tunnel loss*
Expressions for the m e #  efflux angle at the nozzle or at the
*biad© exit are given in eqn#ione 13 and 14* These angles may 
be used in conjunction with the mean efflux velocities at the 
no00l© and blade exit to obtain the tangential blade force# the 
mean velocities being obtained using the appropriate mean total 
head efficiency*
In the experimental work described here# loss characteristics 
over a range of Reynolds and Maoh numbers were obtained for a 
small no00le and blade pair# The no00le acted as a %ind^ 
tunnel for a blade section which was essentially of impulse design 
and the e test arrangement waB such that the blade was forced to 
operate with sero pressure drop across the blade passage# Pitot 
traverses were made at the nozzle and blade exit planes and for 
the total head efficiency in each case the reference total head 
pressure was that at inlet to the nosisle* Since there was a small 
no00le loss# this loss is included in the mean total head 
efficiency of the expansion for the blade* For this type of 
Impulse blade the mean blade velocity coefficient# is given in 




An experimental investigation into the flow of superheated steam 
through a small nosgile and impulse blade pair yielding results 
on flow pattern and efficiency with varying Reynolds number 
and Maoh number.
y f,
t of the Experimental Work*
The underlying ohjeot Is to develop an apparatus in which 
the methods of previous sections may be applied to typical 
machine elements, and. of course to examine these elements for 
flow patterns and friction factors#
It was decided to use superheated steam:as the working 
fluid because of its availability and also due to the ease 
with which its density in a test section may be controlled 
and varied*
A noKSle of rectangular o:roBs-aection was manufactured 
to suit a standard set of blading which were essentially of 
impulse design# An impact tube and its associated traversing 
gear was then developed by means of which the flow patterns 
at either the no00le or blade exit could be examined as near 
to true working conditions as possible# for this reason 
the tube and the traversing gear had to be of fairly robust 
construction so that they would»operate efficiently in an 
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Description of the Apparatus^
ii-rwi;i#M-ir# in 'T i - r i r r ^ " i M T —M r-T r— r r ^ " "   v **".............. . ................. , , k. ,n,r,*,  mm
A diagrainatic-arrangement of the at earn circuit is shown 
in fig# 38 (Page. 99 j # V̂ et steam is passed from a hol3-er 
through a gas fired superheater to a casing which contains the 
nosîsle and "blade elements $ After passing through this test 
section the steam, is escifxaustod to a surface condense]? and the 
condensate may be measured in a graduated vessel# l̂ hrottle - 
control valves are fitted bofoi*c and .after the superheater and 
between the * casing s.nd the condenser# By this arrangement 
considerable veiriation of the inlet state of the steam, and of the 
exhaust pressure may be obtained#
The principal parte are
%(],') The casing#
(2) The nossle and blades#
(3) The impact tube traversing gear#
The casing is shown on Plates 1^2^3$ & 4» and is a cast 
iron pipe eight inches internal diameter by fourteen inches long 
fitted with a hos^le^box* two end cover plates| a side inspection 
port̂  an exhaust opening and an arrangement for mounting the 
blades knovm as the blade carrier%
The no25̂ 1e box attachas to the steam supply pi pe and is 
offset from the.yvertloal at an angle of lg°. It is., fixed to 
the casing by four studs whioh^passing through elongated holes^ 
allow lateral movement of the noK̂ île box a,nd hence of the nos;jsle 
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One end cover haa a reotangular opening and four etude for 
mounting the traversing gear* The other cover has pipe 
aonnectionB for pressure tappings from the ndazle#
The blade carrier, Plate 4, is a lever arrangement mounted 
within the casing and pivoted on screwed trunnions, which pass 
through the wall of the casing*
The other end of the lever has a vertical face ohiwhich . 
the blading is fixed by friction plates fastened by four screws* 
lateral movement of the blading is obtained by varying the 
relative position of the two trunnions while the vertical 
position depends on where the blades are clamped to the carrier 
face#
The noîsëîle is convergent parallel of root angular. section 
and is shown on Plate 4, and on figs# 39 & 40, (Pages 105 &,106). 
It was manufactured in two parts to facilitate machining, The 
nozale is xnounted onto the nos^le box through an adapter piece so 
that the no^mle outlet angle is equal to the blade inlet angle of 
19° - 49̂  * The adapter piece fig* 41, (Page 107) is fitted with 
a static wall pressure tapping and with a tube which measures 
the total head pressure at inlet to the nossle# Tappings of 
pressure are taken from three of the noaale passage walls at 
exit and lead to one chamber* Thus the average no%2le exit 
pressure is obtained*
The blading used was a Parsons set of essentially impulse 
design and is shown on Plates 4 & 5 and on Pigs * 42 & 43.
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80 that the effective hXcie height ooiild foe varied* The packing 
piece a are shown in position on l̂ Xate* 5 # The impact tube 
traversing gear ie . shown on Plate 6 (Page ll2) and in the 
drawing on Pig# 44'# The traversing gear is designed so that 
the impact tube hole can be located at any point in the exit• 
plane of the no^^lea or blades# Thus it must be capable of 
vertical and horizontal movement as wall as being able to rotate* 
The main block (item 2) is clamped to the end cover facing 
the nozzle and has a vertical hole machined in it into which 
a piston (item 1) is lapped# At right angles to the axis of the 
piston near the middle of its length there is a screwed hole#
This hole takes the impact tube Cîlrrier'(item 3)* The impact 
tub© runs through the carrier and is located, centrally in the 
carrier by sleeves* Pressure packing gland© (item 8 ) are fitted 
at"both ends of the carrier# Item 6 , the carrier nut is screwed 
intd.the carrier andtobhtrols the pressure on the gland packing* 
Bdited^to the carrier nut is a disc (item 7) which is screwed 
internally with 40T*?#%* and which engageâ with a screwed portion
; ' » . , ■ . ■ ■ . a . ' ' :
of the impact tube* Thus rotation of the impact tube causes a 
horizontal movement of the tube# This movement la measured on 
a scale acribed on the face of the carrier bracket (item 4)#
A protractor is fitted to measur©"'the angular position of
the impact tube hole and a tou:rled nut is used to rotate the 
tube * ' '
Vertical movement is obtained by two nuts (item 9 ) which 
can be arranged to push up or pull down the piston* The piston>
115.
cazTler; impact tutie and carrier bracket mofe as 'tjne unit*
The impact tube (item 1 0) cèneiete.of four lengths of
tubing of increasing diame'terbmzed together* The largest 
,  ̂ \ ..A' : ' ^la a length of .steel bar eerewod for a, part of 1 us length with
a 40 ffPil* thread# The portion of the tube within the fluid
stream is made of hypodermic tubing 0*0625-* external diameter
and with an impact hole 0 ,010 *̂ diameter at ^  " from its end*o
The pressure at the impact hole is communie at ad through 
the tubing to approximately the centre of impact tube and is 
released into a"chamber within the carrier* This chamber 
is pressure sealed by packing glands mentioned previously#
The chamber is connected through a vertical hole in the piston 
to a tube brazed to,the top of the piston# The tube is pressure 
sealed in a large nut which screws into the top of the main 
block# Hence the impact tube pressure can be taken off from 
a simplex coupling at the top of the large nut# By this means, 
the impact tube pressure may be observed without any direct’pipe 
coupling onto the impact tubh itself # In addition the parts
of the tube used in the operation remain cool for handling*
Conaiderable attention was,paid to the alignment of the 
protractor relative to the impact tube hole * The pretractor 
was set BO that when the^impact.tube hole waa at T#D#0 # the 
/zero mark on the protractor vms ht The impact. tube waa
then clamped in a T^blook .and placed In -a Hllge-r projector with 
the hole at approximately 90^ from T#B#0# The outline of the 
tube was magnified on the screen 50 times and the Impact hole
116*
showed up clearly# The tube was then rotated until the reflection 
on the screen showed the hole to be equidistant from the edges 
of the tube# Thus the hole was accurately positioned at 90^ 
to T#D#G# The V-blook v/as then placed on a surface table and 
by means of a height gauge the protractor was set so that the 
0^ and 180^ marks were at 90^ to T#D#0# The protractor was then 
clamped to the tube by the three screws provided#
The pressures recorded were taken from wall tappings at the 
nozzle inlet and at the nozzle outlet, and also from the impact 
tube and from a tapping in the casing# In addition a fixed impact 
tube was placed upstream of the nozzle inlet but it was found that 
the velocity head here could be neglected and readings from the 
inlet nozzle wall tappings were taken to give the inlet total 
head pressure#
Preparation of the apparatus for testing.
The nozzle was screwed into position so that the exit plane
of the nozzle was vertical and parallel to the axis of the casing#
Horizontal and vertical lines O.icf̂  apart were scribed on the nozzle
face to divide the exit area regularly# Allowance was made for
the fact that the actual flow area to be traversed would be lower
than the exit face of the nozzle due to the clearance between the
face and the hypodermic tubing# The traversing gear was then
bolted to the end cover and corresponding horizontal and vertical
lines were scribed on the carrier bracket and on the main block#
The pressure gauges were accurately calibrated and a special large
scale test gauge was used for the impact tube pressure# The
procedure for examining the flow at the blade exit was similar to 
$hat at the nozzle exit#
117.
BimltatioBs aet by the experimental ri>y on the applioaMlitv of 
the experimental résulta»
(a). It should be noted that the packing pieces which control
the effective blade height were adjusted at each blade test eo that 
the static prassure at the nozzle outlet waa equal to that at the 
blade outlet# Thus the blade pasaage ia forced to operate as a 
zero pressure drop impulse blade (figure 9B)# The observed 
variation of loss with Reynolds number and tech number will 
therefore apply to such a zero pressure drop impulse stage, one 
example of which is the partial admission stage in a steam turbine, 
îîere the turbine disc runs in a constant pressure medium# the 
static pressure on either side of the disc being maintained the 
same by drilling balance holes through the disc*
(b). The nozzle outlet pitch v/as made equal to the blade pitch 
80 that the steam flow covers one blade pitch only and the whole 
blading cascade does not therefore run full in the pitohv/iae 
direotion. This is particularly important when considering the 
observed variation in efflux angle in the pitchwise direction# 
as the variation v/ould be influenced by neighbouring blades 
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A preliminary invesl3l#ittiôn of the oharacterietios of the 
Impaot tub© was. f irst Blade with the Impact tube hole situated 
at the centre of the no2;g;l0 exit* ̂ figures 45 and 46 show exper -, 
imental readings of the yariation of pressure round the Impact tube, 
f or various ‘ Heyholds numbers and Mach humbera i as the position 
of the hole is varied by rotating, the tube# The correct 
alignment of the impact tube'hole with the absolute direction 
of the stream 1b essential if the maximum impact tub© pressure 
is to be obsertedf  ̂  ̂ > =
The local direction of the stream was found by rotating 
the tube in one direction and observing an angl0 at,some- suitable . 
arbitrary, presBux*e# The tub© was then'rotated in the opposite
direction until the same pressure was obtained^ the new angle 
being noted* The direction of the stream:is then the mean of 
these two angles and by positioning the tube at this angle the 
correct total head pressure is obtained#
This is more' accurate than rotating the tube until the 
maximum pressure is observed due to the relative flatness of 
the top of the curve■and the time necessary for the fluid 
pressure to build up inside the tube*
The dépendance of loss on:Reynolds number and Maoh number 
indicate#: a main test series which would show the variation of 
loss with these parameters * Binoe the blades were essentially 
impulse, in designi it was decided to test as near to pure 










arranged during whiok the, blade packing pieces which control 
the effective height of the. blades were'adjustéd so.that there
was no pressure■drop within the blade passage. During this
opera/l3ion the flow pattern a,t, the blade outlet was observed . 
with firstly a small ambunt of reaction in the blade passage 
and secondly with a small amount of" compression in the passage * 
The test cdnditions lialong with graphs of exit velocity . 
distribution along a horizontal centre line for the nosŝ le aud 
blade are shown on ?ig* 47 for this preliminary teat #
The main tests are grouped into three series and for 
simplicity test conditions-, results and calculations for each 
series are given separately* -  ̂ '
Series 1 oh page 124.
Series 2 on page 151.
Series 3 on page 164. '
In all the series the steaia remains, superheated during 
expansion to avoid the oompiioatibh of either supersaturation ' 
or wetness, Jn, each series,specimen experimental observations, 
Calculations and derived tables only are given here * A complete 
set of experimental-and derived talbes is given in appendix 2.
The symbolism Used in the presentation of the test results 
is the same as thak in Part 2 (à) (page 75 ) and in l̂ art 2 (b) 
(page 90 ).
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, ■ . • Series 1» ^ '
nriw>iMW>fiK
In this series the exit Mach number was kept constant at 
0,6 and the Heynolds inUmber varied by changiiig, the inlet noaale 
pressure* . There are in total eight three dimensional testsi; 
four at the hoaale and four at the blade exit flOV'/ area.. The. 
nobble tests are numbered i ^ 4 and the blade, tests lA 4A,
Thé. iiojaKle; test conditions are giten in the following table* 
The blade test,oonditionà vary only slightly; from these due to 
daily variations’in barometrio pressure ̂ . - .
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 ' : Test 4
P, 24.3 Ib/in^'X ■ ' 1  =35.15 lb/in̂ :5Pj_ =44.15 ib/in^ Pj_ -54.32 lb/M
Pg‘« i9.3 lb/in'̂ Pg =28.0 Ib/in^ Pg =35.15 ib/in^ Pg =43.25 lb/M
H3_ «1229*2BïU/lb =1229,2:BTU/lb =1229.2Bïü/lb ri^>1229.2Bl'U/l
T. = 380°P■ ^ = 383.6°p «386.7°? = 389.8°?









On the following pages the results and calculations for 
tests 1 and lA are given in detail. The remaining tests resuites 
and tables of calculations are given in appendix 2 (pages 2-32 )> 
The calculations are concerned with the determination of 
the effective values as descfibed in Part 2. .
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Specimen Résulta and Oalculations --- - Series 1.
#;n mT,'W w # i r#iM imI##11 ii i r*- ,iYir iTfTwr-rTiTir ,i111m m f i— ' rti-nirrini'wnTiff 't I't I' iVT'h -I'i'ii " r~i 'mninr 11   — ~ "fthniffinri i-iromi i • n iiflrnrnrnfYrrtiirTTMTfi'Trtmti
Test. 1
pBarometric pressure 29*22 ins Hg  ̂14*3 lb/in"
=■ 24.3 Ib/iiî  P
Pg =. 19.3 i V i M  P“ “ 3É,
« 1229,2:BSU/lb = 20.74 Bïü/lb .
Î, = 380°? Tp. = 334,5°?
T, . . 24.25 «-.3/1^
Tg = 223,8 /dH^ = 1020 ft/ssc.
v i s c o s i t y »*. 3V26 x 10 lb seo/ft from appendix 1 Big* 66 
/ 'f (also, ref*. 36) *Y
Reynolds number R^ = = 4..01 x 10^
Test lA
BaroBietrio pressure 29*32 ins Hg 14*37 lb/in
= 24.37 Ib/in^ p
Pg = 19.39. Ib/in^ ^  “ ,0.795 :. a Mg^ = 0.6
Hp = 1229.25 BÏU/lb DH^= 20.58 BTU/lb
Tp = 380°? :'fĝ = 334.9°?
Vg = 24.15 ftVlb Vg = 1015 ft/seo
f t*
^ 2  = 3.27 X 10'̂ lb. seo/ft^ R^ = 3.99 x 10®
Measured flov; 14*1 gallons in l̂* houz's *
The observed readings of impact tube pressure and efflux 
angle are given on p£igesl26andl27for tests 1 and lAy in Table 1.
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Table 2 is shown' ï-,,6ÿ; tests., ! and- là on page:S129andl30.
In this table.the observed readings are obnvertod to pressurai
: '"%p , ' ■ -/'I'v' nr..., > ' . ##ratio and to local values of effloiency of expansion,
r r - ' ; : ■ , r
;' The values of effioienoy are obtained/ from the pressure Vf
ẑ atlo using the graphirf o.r .Mg . 0#6 in Big 32 (page 78),
M-;,' ,- ' ' ' ' \ ”■ ■'.M/v- - f ̂
Blow area covered by eaoh impaot tube reading, /g
Typical diagrams’or maps of the no^sle and blade exit flow |
af*eas are given in Bigs 48 and 49 (pagesl34 & 135 ). In a f:
locality where the rate of change Qf iÉpact tubé._pressure was
large it was necessary to take more readings * Hence the flow
area is split up into smaller areas-each represented by one
impact tube reading* Where the stations'are close together an
area factox* f(da) is introduced. ~ These area,factors are shown
in the diagrams. Since thé. basic stations are 0*1 inches apart 
, / ' . ' / - ' .o  'the basic e iemont a>l ’ are a is ■ da -0* 01 in - and any smaller 
elemental-area is given by f (da) x 0*01 in è ,
On pages 131 and 13§;i table 3 for tests 1 and lA are given. 
This table gives the figures for the calculations of 
£'^^"sinc<*j^ which is proportional to the mass flow given by 
equaition 1 page90, .   .
The table shows local values of
(l) *̂  ̂  %rCm table 2
( 2 ) sin from table 1
(3) f (da) from the area factor diagram.
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' 4" f ̂ oFor eaoii atation the products are ohtsiined
and the products are swmnated* ,
Teat 1 £  'j^^a±naC^~ =18.239
Test lA /  4*sln = 10,367
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On, pages I37 and 138 table 4 for tests 1 and lA are given* 
These, enable one to calculate the mean values of nozzle efficiencyi 
efficiency of expansion for the pair# blade velocity coefficient 
and blade loss#
' The table gives local values of
(1) from table 2•
(2) ̂ ^sino^YŸ^ from table 3#
For each station the product is given and the
products are sumniated*
3/
‘Jes-fc 1 £ ̂  ain = 16.407
From equation 6 page 91#
T  ^ 16.407
t “  ‘.
« 0*900
Similar calculations taking account only of varia.tlons along 
the vertical centre, lino give , .
n > “ ° O '97 2
fda
f
Test lA ^  sin 8*060
From equation 7 page 91 the mean efficiency of the pair ii
f b  • ■ I5T§7 - ‘’• ™
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ï'rom equation 12 page 92 the mean blade valocity ooeffioieht..
K = (— :— S—,--— ’■), —  (±_iLf--- _il— )
/o r
m
A K = = 0.920
Similarly = » 0.920 '
îhe blade loss =  (1 - K^) DH^
« (1 - 0.855) X 0.900 X 20.58 ® 2.50 BTU/lb 
and the blade loss ^ = (1 - 0.844) x 0.972 x 20.58 ■= 3,12 BTU/lb
140,
Table 5 for tests. 1 and lA are given on pages 141 andl42 .
These tables enable one to oalcûlate mean efflux angles#
The tables shovf the local mines of
n. ■ ■(1)  ̂from table 2
(2) cos (A from table 1
(3) siUfiĈ  ̂ from table 3
for each station the product cos çiC is given and the
prodvacts are summated# , , , \
Test 1
 '^coaoisiJloCll^ =■ 14.512, i % ̂  sin«c|^ = 18,239.
= 0.900».
1.
From equation 13 page 93#
^ ^  sin c/-COSê £ŵ  
oos  4
\ yi
.= ^ 4 p |-.w-g^  « 0.838.
A Z^=33°. .
Test 1.A
i'^coscCsinoC ||â: = 6,505, ^ t sin<,<.||S: = 10.367
j b  = 0'788










































































































































































































































































































ffiass flow oalculations and results for tests lA to 4A.
The tèble.,below give© experimental mass flow réaciing© for
 ̂  ̂ ’̂ fvfTtests lA to 4A along with, the function sinoCw^ for
each test from table 3> - -
Also shown are the calculated .mass flow figures obtained 
as follows:- ' >
For test 4A*








== 10,81 ft Vit).
F rom eq uat i on 3 page 91 •
= 2 2 3 ^ ^ 5 »  ^
2
m . » é i n ^ >
m « T X  Cida % ̂   ̂sino<.j^
223.8 1^0755 .. .01
V,
■f
The actual measured flow is
X ^  X 10,6425 « ,0692 Ih/sec.
31,5 X 10 c .0700 Ih/sec.
Series 1 Mass flow measurement's *
Teat No# , lA ; ■ 2A 3A 4A
Measured flow , 
per l-J- hr©. ( G-alls) 14.1 20.1 25.2 31.5
£'^^'sinoc|^ 10.367 10,906 lOi.591 10.6425
Measured flow 
Ib/seo* . 0.0313 0.0449 0.0560 0.0700
Calculated flov; 
pdi/seo# 0.0303 0*0464 0.0561 0.0692
'fo age difference -3^20 +3.34 +0.18 -1.14'
144.
^Series Reaxilt's*'
The x̂ esuits for the series 1 testa are shown in the 
table on page 145 ,* From, these ■ results . the following graphs 
have been drawn and. are shown in subsequent figures.
(T) Mean nozsle efficiency and efficiency of expansion for 
the pair to a base of Reynolds number. Fig# 50 
(page 146 )y;, ■ ■ . -
(2) The blade velocity coefficient to a base of Reynolds 
number# Fig. 51 (page 147 )#
(3) Blade passage, loss to a, base of Reynolds number.
Fig* 52 (page 148 )#
(4) Typical graphs showing velocity distribution for the 
noÊigilé and blade exit along a vertical centre line# . 
FigSJ# 53 and 54 (pages 149 & 150 ) #
- (5) Typical graphs shov/n variations of, efflux angle at
noszlè and blade exit along a vertical centre line* 
Figs. 53 and 54 (pages 149 &150 ).
Series l-l'able of ïlin’al Résulta
145.
Test 1 lA 2 2A 3 3A 4 4A
Mach No# Mq ' ‘ I
Reynolds No# 6. oc i(r 4*Q1 3.99 5.66 5,72 7*04 7.04 8,55 8.55
\ti .900 ' .926 .908 .872
V .778 .762 .762 .778
. K -
T-v, , ..nil tmin
,930 4909 .916 .946
: z  ' 33° 44.7° 33° -, 44 .4° 32.5° 44.5° 38° 44.1
Blade loss 
Bïï'.U./lb 2*50 3.38 3.00 1.19
*972. ■;*,98l .971 .935
.820 ,826 .805 *817
.920 ,919 • .911 ; ,936
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' Series:, 2̂ /: , ' .
Im thie ; te $ t -- aer ië) s - thé ,./e Ëâdü, yarleâ vjithtD.,,%''
the Buhsonle region# i’hèrè are twelve ,three dimens 1 onal tests |
six at the mo^^le a W  six at the -Blade exit*: The nozzle test s'
are numhered 1 *• 6 and the blade testa là - 6A# The exit Ma oh 
mmbera taken are 0*5» 0*6, 0*7# 0*6# 0#9| and 0*97* For the 
tests in the range equal to 0*5 to 0*8 the inlet n.oî ëîle
' '. ̂  ppressure is 24*3 Ib/im" whioh ie the same as in test 1 series 1 *
The baok pressures are ohosen to give the oorrdot exit Each
numbers from Fig* 31 (page77 )• In the tests at _ « 0*9 and,
• ' ' ■ ' ' ' ' / 2.0*97 the inlet pressure was raised'above 24*3 lb/in so as to
prevent the expansion entering the wet field#
The test conditions are shown in the table on page 153*
The calculation of the effective values takes the same form
as in aeries 1 exqept! that foi the values of local efficiency
the graphs in Fig# 32 (page 78) must be Used*
Specimen calculations for tests 1 and lA arè given in appendix
1 (page 197)* and tables 1 to 5 for)tests,.1 and lA are given in
appendix 1 pages I99to210 > The remaining tables of observed
and derived results for tests 2 tol6 and 2A to 6A for series 2
are given in appendix 2 (pages 33 to 83 )#
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Mass flows for,tests lA to 6A*
The table below gives a comparison between the actual 
me asure d f1ow and : the f1ow fi gure s calculâte d from the t raverse 
readings for tests lA to 6a # The calculations follows the same 
pattern as those for the mass flow figures, in the series 1 tests.
Series 2,, Wass’flow'résulté# ‘
Tèst No# : lA 2A . % 3A 4A 5A 6A
Measured flow 
lb/sec# 0,0288 0*0343 0.0375 0*0384 0.0494 0.0539
Calculated flow 
lb/sec#
/■v ■ ■' '
010284 0,0331 0*0352 0.0380 0.0501 0.0528
foB.ge difference -1.39 -3 i 50 ,-&.13 -1,04 :+1,42 —2.04
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Series 2 — final He suits*
The final results for the series 2 teats Eire given in 
the table on page 156# From these , results the follov/ing graphs 
have been dravm and these appear in subsequent figures#
(1) The mean nozzle effioiency and efficiency of expansion 
for the pair too, base of Ma oh number Fig# 55 (page 157)#
(2) Blade velocity coefficient to abase of Maoh number 
Pig# 56 (page 158)# '
(3) Blade loss to a base of Mach number Pig# 57 (page 159)#
(4) Typical graphs of velocity distribution along a vertical 
centre line for the no^ale and blades Figs 58 and 59 
(pages 160 and 161)#
(5) T̂ rpical graphs of efflux angle along a vertical centre 
line for no^^le And blades Pig# 60 (page 162)#
(6) Table 1 for.test lA to 6A show that as the impact tube 
traverses in a horizontal position, there is a oonsiderâ bh- 
decrease in impact tube pressure on either side of the 
centre line* Velocity distributions for a horizontal 
traverse have been calculated for these tests and 
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In this test.series the range of outlet Mach number was
extended into the supersonic field* Ihe tests were carried out
only 8,t the blade exit and along a vertical centre line* There
are three groups of tests with inlet pressures of 64*5? 53*37#
and 44*45 Ib/in^* In each group the maximum Mach number is
/ 2obtained with a back pressure of 1 lb/in G. and the inlet 
temperature is chosen to avoid expansion into the wet field at 
maximum Mach number* In all tests, including those in series 1 
and 2 where the.Mach numbers is less than unity# the back pressure 
in the casing and the noKale outlet pressure were as expected, 
equal* Per this test series, in the oases where the outlet Mach 
number was greater than unity the noKzle outlet pressure 
corresponded to the critical pressure*
The test conditions for series 3 are shovm in the tables 
on pages 166,167*168 along with the final results* Specimen 
calculations are given on page 169 and the graphs of the final 
results are described on page 170 *
Effect of hupersonio Mach number on efflux angle.
An additional test in this series wherein the variation of 
noKKle efflux angle with supersonic Mach number was investigated 
is described on page 174 •

















_̂I Oir ...Iini.i. Iirti.i  ̂ Ann .̂rr'-nrrirrPTinin-ii
Reynolds No# 
(x 10®) 11.4 11.75 11.55 11.5
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OalculatXone # The oaloulabions differ slightly from those in
series 1 and 2 due to the possibility of the local outlet Mach
number being greater than unity# « The method described in detail
on pages 83 and 85 î . used for dealing with this, The= specimen
calculations given below are for the test in group 3, with
Mg  ̂1*359# . The necessary tables for group 3 are given in 
/
apipendî c 1 pages 211 to 217 » Those for group 1 and 2 are given 
in appendix 2 pages 84 tpl03 •
Group 3$ =: 1*3594
p., « 44.45 ib/in^ ’ Bj;2P A = 0.347 ■/. Mp " 1.359
Bg a 15.45 Ib/iH -1
T, - 408°?
 ̂ A Tp_ = 214.64°?, :DHw,= 87,55 BTU/lb,
I-L = 1240 Bïü/1-b.
Vg - 2094 ft/sec, Vg « 25*7 ft/lb, 
J, = 2.71 X = 9.32 x 10*̂ .
At station 0, => 0,415,
5
Pp
~  0.4065 — * Fig. 36 (page 84 ).
A ^  - 0#88--- - --Fig. 33 (page 79 )♦
From table 3 A  ̂  ̂  sino( 1*8227 — appendix 1 (page 21$.
From table 4  ̂sin«<j^ •■=■ 1.4545 ----  8-ppendix 1 (page 217),
•• j b ^  “ f c s i f  = 0-797 ■
- 1 A K^= y.797 « 0,693.Taking IA
... ,2Blade loss ^ = (1 - iC) ^ (l ~ .797) x 87.55 = 17.75 BTU/lb.
170,
Series 3 Be milts,
Prom the final averOcge results the following graphs have been 
clravm,
(1) Ihe efficiency of expansion as n base of Ma oh
number Pig* 62 (page 171)*
(2) Blade velocity coefficient % ^ to a base of Reynolds number* 
Pig, 63 (page 172)*
(3) Blade loss to a base of Maoh number Pig* 64 (page 174)*
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174.
Bffect of Supersoiaic Maoh Bum’ber o b  M ’flux Angle »
It was d’baerved in series 3 that the off lax angle at any 
given station varied oonsltiexably as the Mach BBmhèr was 
inoreased into the supersonio field. To investigate this 
further a traversé'was made along the vertiaal centre line of 
the nozzle outlet at values of Mach number greater than unity 
The: results are given in Fig. 65 (page 175) and show the 







The stage effioiency of a turbine or oompreesor has 'been ahovm 
to depend on two broad oonaldorationa. The first of those is the
effept of friction in the stage elements which causes the
degeneration of high grade energy and the second is the choice of 
such design parameters as the degree of reaction or loading factor 
for the stage4 The enthalpy loss or loss of high grade energy in 
a static or moving element is shown to be a composite quantity 
comprising a basic friction work term plus an auxiliary loss term. 
The friction work is equal in magnitude to the high grade energy 
which is degenerated to low grade energy and î he auxiliary loss 
term is due to the '̂ heating** effect of the low grade energy thus 
created# For a compression prooese the auxiliary term is positive
while for an expansion it is negative. Oomparlng similar
expansion and compression processes therefore, where the friction 
v/ork is the same, the oomjjression process v/ill be less efficient 
than the expansion process# The enthalpy loss is related to other 
ways of expressing the irreversibility in the blade element and 
the ©xprassions developed may be applied to static or moving 
elements in axia.l flow turbines or compressors withe high and low 
speed flow#
The stage effioienoies in turbines or compressors arc shown to 
be dependant on the blading or diagram offioienoy as well as on the 
friction losses in the elements# A comprehensive theory is 
developed giving the variation in blading efficiency v;ith auch 
stage design parameters as the degree of reaction, the blade speed 
to jet speed ratio and the loading factor. The analysia ia 
developed for . , positive, zero, or negative degrees of reaction 
and the speed ratio for maximum blading effioiency is obtained for 
any given degree of reaction# It is shown that the value of the 
maximum blading efficiency increases as the degree of reaction 
increases. However the loading factor at maximum blading 
efficiency reduces as the degree of reaction increases and in
178#
choosing design parameters for the stage aooount must he taken 
of these oonflioting factors# For a turbine stage the total to 
static stage efficiency is used where the exhaust kinetic energy 
is degraded by friction and it is shown that this stage efficiency 
is directly proportional to the blading efficiency# The total 
to total stage efficiency, used wbere the exhaust kinetic energy 
is not degraded, also increases as the blading effioiency increases# 
It is shown however that where the friction losses in the elements 
are low and the blading efficiency high, the total to total stage 
efficiency ; is almost independant of.blading effioiency* The 
characteristic variation of the two stage efficiencies with blade 
speed to jet speed ratio at a given degree of reaction may be 
deduced from the corresponding variation of blading efficiency 
and from the way in which the reprocess effioiency varies as the 
velocity triangles change*
Part 2#
Having decided on the broad features of a design by 
determining the amount of reaction or compression, blade speeds 
and stream velocities to be used,.it is then necessary to obtain 
experimentally the net friction loos in the proposed element 
and also the path taken by the working fluid as it passes 
through the element# .In the section on the measurement of 
local efficiency by means of an impact tube, it has been shown 
how the tube may be used ineither subsonio or supersonic flow 
to obtain local values of efficiency, specific volume, efflux 
angle # The observed local total head pressures across a section 
must be converted to mean effective values at that section* To 
ease this transformation a method has been formulated'using the 
theory, graphs and tables provided here# The « calculations 
given for mean effective values represents a maximum requirement
179.
ândtliey may be modified to lessen the work -involved in individua,! 
applications* For example, in many oases using cascades of 
blades in wind tunnels the variation of density across the 
traverse plane may be neglected and in calculating mean 
efficiency the local efficienoy need not be weighted for mass, 
flow#
Part 3»
The technique evolved for the measurement and calculation 
of loss represents a method which is applicable to all types 
of turbo machine elements with either compression or expansion 
in the elements and proves effective here in its application 
to a nozzlo and. blade pair# The inherent disadvantages in the 
method is the length of time required both for obtaining the
I
impact tube readings and for completing the calculations.
Borne considerable amount of v/ork has been done towards reducing
the time factor by introducing automatic traversing gears and
!-
calculators# (See references 37 and 36)#
The advantages of) using steam as a working fluid in this 
type of testing lie in the ease with which the inlet condition., 
and exhaust pressure can be varied giving a very flexible %
variable density tunnel and also in the simplicity of accurate 
flow measurement by condensa,tion# The accuracy of the calculated 
mean values is difficult to assess due to the number of variables- 
involved, but a check on the calculated mass flow rates is 
obtained by comparison with the observed flow figures and shov;
180.
^ good agreement #
With regard to the experimental results it should he
emphàsized that.these apply to the type of machine element
tested that is to a single nozzle and impulse blade pair and
that the losses measured exclude incidence effects♦ This limits
the variahlee making the experimental work an attempt to
oprrel8.te loss and flow characteristics with Reynolds number ;
and, Mach number for a constant geometry system*
The general impressions from all the subsonic test results
are that, while the losses change, the .general flow pattern at
the nozzle or blade exit remains substantially the same with
varying Reynolds:number and Maoh number. For the nozzle we -
find isentropic flow throughout the major part of the outlet
area with the region of low flow and high loss confined to a <-
small wall boundary layer, while.the variation of efflux angle
in the vertical direction is considerable* :
At the blade exit plane the isentropic condition is nowhere
- ' ;realized* On the vertical centre line the velocity (Figs 53 and ;
54 pages 149 andl50 ) reaches a constant maximum for only 40^/0 I
of the outlet height and this region is flanked by large I
unsymetrioal boundary layers, the maximum loss being on the i
convex side of the blade passage* Whether these loss regions f
■ ■ ■ ' •.  ̂ 4
can be described as boundary layers is doubtful because they i
' . I
are probably caused by detachment of the true boundary layer due
to the curvature of the blade passage walla. Centrifugal 
effects within the blade passage will result in the lowest static |
181.
pressure normal to the flow ocouring at the convex surface of 
the blade* ïïenoè at some* subsonic Maoh number a local MachS'
number of unity will appear firstly at the convex surface.
This can result in a shook discontinuity stemming from the 
convex surface with consequent detachment or thickening of the 
boundary layer downstream from the point of origin of the shook* 
In the horizontal direction the blade velocity distribution 
(Fig* 6l page 163) ae well as showing the wall lose displays 
regions of lev/ efficienoy oh either side of the vertical centre 
line, This is explained by the internal distribution of static 
pressure formed by the curvature of the blade passage which 
causes circulatory motion or vortices to be imposed on the main 
flow# Again vertically we find the same form of efflux angle 
distribution as for the nozzle*
The variation of mean nozzle effioiency with Reynolds 
number (Fig# 50 page 146 ) follows the same pattern for the two 
and three dimensional tests and show a maximum value at a 
Reynolds number of 5#7 x 10 # ; The variation of the mean pair 
efficiency with Reynolds, number is, however in the reverse 
direction to the nozzle efficiency# One would expect that in 
a region of high nozzle efficiency, that is with a good quality 
jet entering the blades passage* that the loss in the blade 
passage would be small. Remembering however that the loss 
regions in the nozzle are confined to the boundary layer, with 
good nozzle efficiency we then have a high energy stream
182.
passing from the vicinity of the nozzle wall to the v/all of the 
blading* A slower layer of fluid would be expected to conform 
more to the poVh dictated by the blade passage wall v;ith 
consequently less disturbance to the rest of the flow# Thds we 
assume that regions of high velocity approaching a blade boundary 
will causé greater subsequent loss than regions of low velocity* 
The reverse v/ould apply to the jet quality away from the 
boundaries* The blade velocity coefficient as would be expected 
follows the same pattern as the mean pair officiency*
In the graphs of mean nozzle and mean pair efficiency 
with Maoh number (Fig* 55 page 157 ) we see that the nozzle 
efficiency reduces with increase of Mach number up to 0*9 and 
then increases from 0*9 to liO* ■ In the mean pair efficiency 
graphs, where the losses are greater^ there is a similar tendency 
for the efficiency figures to increase as a Mach number of unity 
is approached* ■ Ainley and Todd have reported increase in 
efficiency as the Mach number approaches unity* They say that 
this is due to a local shook wave appearing first at some point 
on the convex surface of the blade and some v/ay inside the 
passage‘and that as the free stream Maoh number is increased 
the shock front raoves towards the blade outlet leaving less 
surface:'in contact with the thickened boundary layer* For
A 1circular nozzles guy and G-iffen“̂ have each indicated a rise in 
efficiency at high steam speeds although they disagreed as to 
the form' of'the curve at low steam spqeds.*
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The graphs of mean pair effioiency also indicate a rise 
of efficiency with increasing Reynolds nùmber belbW/aMach number 
of 0*6 and again a rise of effioiency with increased Maoh number 
above 0.7 with the range 0.6 to 0.7 as a transition zone. This 
to some extent confirms the observations of a number of observers 
to the effect that Reynolds number is the controlling parameter 
below a Mach number of 0.66 sind Mach number the controlling 
parameter thereafter. This is again supported by the graphs of 
loss in Fig, 57 (page 159). '
The series 3 test results plotted in Fig. 62 (page 171) show 
Bj regular pattern for the variation of centre line blade velocity 
coefficient with Mach number and indicatei:maximum values at 0.8 
in the subsonic field and 1.4 in the supersonic field. To show 
the influence of Reynolds number the coefficients are again 
plotted to a base of Reynolds number in Fig. 63 (page 172)* In 
the Mach number range 0*9 to 1.2 it will be observed that the 
variation in Reynolds number is small so that the reduction in 
blade velocity coefficient,here must be solely due to Mach 
number effects. The effect of Reynolds number on the coefficient 
in this same rangeeof Mach number can be seen by comparing the 
group 3 tests with the group 2 tests where the increase of Eeynoldi 
number from group 3 to group B ar̂ duces the coefficient. The 
va,riation of centre line loss with Mach number (Fig64 page 173 ) 
shows a progressive increase of loss with Maoh n-umber.
As stated previously the pattern of efflux angles for the 
nozzles and blades voiries Very little with Reynolds number and
184.
fôubsonio Mach number. In the efflux angle graphs in Figs* 53 
and 54 (pages 149 and 150), the nozzle efflux angle steadies 
to a value of 28  ̂over a large proportion of the vertical 
traverse and is almost constant with Reynolds number * In the 
graphs in fig* 60 (page162 ) the corresponding steady values are 
28? at Mach number 0*5 rising to 32^ at Maoh number 0.97» and 
the mean calculated values of nozzle efflux angle agree very 
closely with these centx*al steady values* This smaîll variation 
in efflux angle with Maoh number is, consistent with the results 
obtained by Ainley . Ainley quotes variations in efflux angle
i , - ' .
with subsonic Maoh number for various theoretical outlet angles* 
His results shov̂  that the jet is deflected towards the axial 
direction aa the Mach number is increased from lOw subsonic values 
up to unity* Thé variation is about 6  ̂for a theoretical outlet 
angle of 40?:(measured from the axial direction) and the variation 
décrease8 as the theoretical axial outlet, angle is increased*
There ia however a conBiderabl© difference of about 8  ̂between 
the mean values quoted above and the geometric outlet angle and 
in-addition th©' efflux angles,of the nozzle or blade differ from 
those quoted by Guy where th© formula sin opening/ pit oh was 
said to give the mean, outlet angle* It should be remembered 
however that in Guy * s experiments the nozzles being tested were 
supported on either aide by other nozzles running full of steam.
The changé in the p#tern of the nozzle efflux angle 
distribut ion in the supersonic field (Fig* 65 pa-ge 175) is in
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contrast to the small changes in the subsonic region*
Oonsidering the vertical centre line at the mid point of the 
nozzle, as the “Mach number approaches, unity the efflux angle 
is 32^ with angles va,rying up to 56^ and down to 10^ at the 
boundaries. As the Mach number increases to 1.5 the flov/ is 
deflected away from the.boundaries tovmrds the main stream 
a,ncl with increasihg-BTach number the vertical variation of 
efflux angle is reduced. Hence v/ith increasing supersonic 
BBach number the efflux angle tends to follow more closely the 
geometric, outlet angle*
In all the tests the pressure at exhaust from nozzle or 
blades has been taken as equal to the pressure observed in the 
causing and the assumption is then made that this pressure, is 
constant along the line of the traverse* This is justified 
provided the variation in pressure is small due to the relative 
difficulty of making accurate static pressure measurements in 
the free stream, reliance normally being placed on wall tappings* 
In the subsonic tests the casing pressure and nozzle wall tappings 
were found to coincide* In the supersonic tests the nozzle wall 
tappings, as would be expected, gave the critical back pressure 
and the casing pressure was again taken as the static pressure
' ' 0(7along the traverse line* Stodolar?’; has shov/n that the variation 
in static pressure at the exhaust from a convergent parallel 
nozzle with super critical expansion is small and in any case 
the impact tube measures .the total energy of the stream so that 
a slight departure of the local static pressure from the final
back pressure means only that a little of the total energy is 
retained as potential energy# The transformation to kinetic 
energy will be complete a little further downstream v/ith only 
a slight effect on efficiency#
We have seen in the section on the analysis of losses that 
the ©ffeotive loss in turbo machine elements can be divided into 
tv/o parts# The first part is the friction work or the basic loss 
of high grade energy which is dissipated as low grade energy# ■ The 
second part, which is positive or negative depending on the 
pressure gradient, represents the "heating** effect of the low 
grade energy on the specifio volume# The internal heating will 
be equivalent to external heating of the same amount and is 
therefore distinct and separate from the basic friction work loss. 
One feels that it is this basic friction work loss and not the 
effective loss which should be related to Reynolds number and 
Mach number# Unfortunately the measurement of the basic loss is 
much more difficult than that of the effective loss, since it 
would entail traverse measurements through the whole expansion 
or compression process#
In the section on efficient mechanical energy transfer we 
saw# for a turbine stage# that the maximum blading or diagram 
efficiency rises as the degree of reaction increases# The 
comparative effects of a small amount of reaction and of a small 
amount of compression have shown in fig# 47 (page 122) where the 
flow with compression appears to break down completely in the 
centre of the blade# Ainley has stated for the turbine
1 0 7
blades with which he was dealing that the lose decreased with 
increased reaction. Hence from the point of view of increased 
efficiency both in expansion in the blading and in diagram 
efficiency high reaction is beneficial, The upper limit on 




It Is wèlLl known that where friction Is involved car© must 
he exercised in applying thermodynamic principles# It has been 
shown here how the expraseions for the energy ' Inter-changed 
between the rotor blades and the working fltiid in turbines and 
compressors are modified in a friction process# The loss of 
useful energy caused by friction is shown to comprise of two parts# 
one of which accounts for the degeneration by friction work of high 
grade energy into low grade energy and the other for the effect of 
this low grade energy on the specific volume of the fluid# Thus 
the nature of any friction process may be more readily examined 
and it is shown her© how friction affects the efficienoy of similar 
expansion and compression processes#
Some work has already been done on the choice of design 
parameters for the efficient operation of both the impulse blade 
and 50^ reaction blade# The section on maximum blading efficienoy# 
with its concept of Reaction Coefficient# foms a comprehensive 
theory which will fill the gap between these two as v/ell as 
embracing the operation of the axial flow compressor# The 
flexibility of the theory will be apparent to those who are 
contemplating unorthodox designs# For example it ia well known 
that in axial flow compressors the growth of the boundary layer 
from stage to stage reduces the efficiency# If occasionally a 
stage is introduced with a little reaction in say the moving blade# 
a% improvement in the axial velocity distribution v/ould result*
The determination of local efficiency and efflux angle and
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the conversion of these local values into mean effective values 
is a neoessàCT step in the analysis of the performance of machine 
elements* It is suggested that the methods herein developed 
will ease and simplify this transformation* These methods take 
account of variable density and supersonic flow and may therefore 
be used, in individual applications, to assess the errors involved 
in applying quicker but less rigorous procedures*
With regard to the flow pattern in the nozzle and blade pair,
there was an unexpected variation in nozzle efflux angle about
the centre of the nozzle, the stream apparently paying little 
heed to the geom©ti*ic outlet angle except in a small central core* 
This flow pattern reBiained comparatively unchanged with varying 
Reynolds number and subsonic Mach number* When however the Maoh
number was increased to values greater than unity, there was a
marked straightening of the stream lines, so that with progressively 
increasing Maeh number the stream conformed more and more to the 
geometric outlet angle at all sections of the nozzle*
The variation of profile and total loss coefficients with 
Reynolds and Maoh number for the writers zero pressure drop impulse , 
blade is compared in appendix 3 with similar research by other 
workers, notably Armstrong"^^, Ainlèy^^ and Kearton^^# Armstrong 
examined the profile lose characteristics for an impulse blade at 
high Reynolds number and found that above a Reynolds number of 
2 X 10 ,̂ based on blade chord, the loss coefficient remains 
substantially constant# When however the Reynolds number is 
reduced from high values and approaches the 2 x 10  ̂region there 
is a sudden increase in the loss coefficient# The writers work,
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which covers a similar high Reynolds number range, helps to confirm 
that, a chord Reynolds number of 2 % 10^ ia in fact a critical 
value of this parameter# The following conclusions regarding the 
variation of loss coefficients were found to be consistent with 
most of the experimental data given in appendix 3*
Below a Maoh number of 0*66 the controlling parameter is the 
Reynolds number# As the Reynolds number is reduced below 2 x 10^ 
both the profile and the total loss coefficient show a considerable 
increase and above this critical value they remain substantially 
constant# Where the Reynolds number is high (above 2 x 10^) and 
the Maoh number is above 0.66 than (a) the total anth©.lpy loss 
coefficient remains constant while the total stagnation pressure 
loss coefficient increases as the Maoh number increases, and (b) 
the profile enthalpy and stagnation pressure loss coefficients are 
both Maoh ho# dependant and increase with increasing values of the 
Mach number*
The impact tube and traversing gear have been shown to be 
capable of use in relatively high pressure, temperature and density 
streams# Hence the arrangement may be used to test steam or gas 
turbine elements near to their actual working conditions, or indeed 
the gear may be adapted for use on actual turbines or compressors.
In general however the experimental and analytical procedures 
involved in testing turbo machinery elements are time consuming 
and repetitive* In future work it would be desirable to intoduoa 
more labour saving devices, such as automatic traversers and 
integrators, and certain suggestions along these lines by other 
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tables of obeervad anâ derived results Series 2» 
Tests X and 11.*
197.
Speoliîien Oaloiv.ialiiQns for Usai; 1 and lA Séries 2«
« '24,,3 -lb/in'̂ Pp' p A '0.852. AMip. *» 0*5#' 'l’2 ' ■« 20*7 lb/in Al . ;■' 2f
%  ■=» 1229,25 m’U/lb BĤ  ; 14*45 BTU/lb
®1 « 380°F ®2^ 348#5̂ P
' - Z f - « 223,8 J m ^  = 851 ft/seC* Vp :=:23ftVlb.f « 3,325 % 10̂  m , see/ft^ /
& « 3.46 X 10® j J
From Test 1 Table 3.
siîii»i :|f̂ ; '« 19À29, and sino.d
, . I . < ^  *
*\.A»*wi!«weïT%wé«a»*.i
ÿrdm Jesij 1À,
* -' ■ • f
8 XÏ1 oC ‘ 1 1  d 0 8  3 a n d  „
From.Test 1;
17 #541 and£  ̂  sin «< =* '2,992*
fV
Prom Teat ll'fTable 4,* 1 .
fdai  sin ^  
Hence






= « 0,766i "ÿ =p n* vuj 6/̂  ̂X#
=» 1,0* 
«0,83'
Blade velocity ooefficient Ê » Jof^TT “ 0,914.
[ and » 0,91Ié




vert lea?. ̂  )
1 9 8 .
Blade loas<̂  « (l - e| ) ^ a 2 ,46 Bïü/lb.
*from teat 1 table 5
oos o4 sliio4'|~â ' =, 15:331, . ■ ■
from test lA table 5#
^ 000 cL sin == 6 #902*
ïïanoë for tbe ■ mean nosiale-exit anfelei
ppq T  _ f  ̂  cosoC Sino^'A, t«=
^ 0'.Wf'x'l9'.129' “
■ ~7 =33^-V • o4 n
and for the mean blade exit angle*
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An examination of the variation of loss coefficients v/ith 
Maoh number and Reynolds number with particular reference 
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An examination of the variation of loaa ooeffioiemtB with 
Maoh mmber and,:teynaXdB nimber with partloular raferenoe 
to the exlBlianoa ..of critical values of tlieeo parametera #
A partlQUlar study of the variation of loss ooeffioiente 
at high Reynolds number has been made by Armstrong^^i Ainley^^ 
and Kearton"^ »̂ To compare the writer’s work with theira, the 
results from test aeries 1 and 2 are given in the accompanying 
tables along with details of the geometry of the impulse blade 
used In the tests $ The efficiencies of expansion for the 
blade have been converted to enthalpy loss coefficients ( 6 ) 
and to total head pressure loss coefficients (y) by the 
relationships derived in Part 1# The coefficients are given 
as profile or centra line coefficients ( and Y^) and as 
total loss coefficients ( and Y^)$ where the total loss 
ooefficienta include the profile and secondary losses* The 
test Reynolds numbers (previously based on a length dimension 
of one foot) have been calculated on a basis of blade f&hord 
and on a clmmoteristic dimension equal to four times the 
hydraulic mean depth at the outlet throat eootion of the blade 
passage*
For teat series 1$ where the outlet Mach number is 
constant at 0*6# and and Y and are plotted in 
figures 70 and 71 respectively to a base of chord Reynolds 
number* The corresponding results for series 2# where the 
Mach number varies from 0*5 to 0*97 are given in figures 72 
and 73#
Comparison with AimstromMs. work#
In Armstrong’s work air tests at low velocities were 
carried out on a cascade of large impulse blades# The 
blades were designed for good incidence characteristics with 
a well rounded inlet edge#
In the tests the air inlet angle was mainteâned constant 
at 35 degrees (from the axial direction) and total head 
profile pressure loss coefficients were obtained over a range
224
Geometry of the impulse blade used in test series 1 & 2 (see 
fig 43) pitch 0#G5 ins; height 0*65 ins; blade chord # axial 
chord, 0*75 ins; hydraulic mean depth at the outlet throat 
section of the blade, 0*075 ins; hydraulic mean diameter 0*30 ins 
aspect ratio 0*866; pitch/chord ratio 0*866; thickness to chord 
ratio 0*615; inlet and outlet angle 20®; nomtoal fluid deflection 
140®; opening to pitch at blade outlet 0*30.
fable 1*
fast results for the impulse blade from series 1 Constant Mach 
number 0*6*
fast Ho* lA. 2A, 3A. 4A.
(I. » 1ft) X 10® 3*99. 5.27. 7.041. 8,55.
IL (chord) x 10 2.50. 3.58. 4.40. 5.35.
(H.M.D.) X 10^ 1.00. 1.43. 1.76. 2.14.
'I’p profile 0.820. 0.826, 0.805. 0.817
£ profile 0.220. 0,210. 0.242. 0*223
Y profile 0.272, 0.259. 0.298, 0.275
y_ profile 
® (Ainley)
m»'". I"» m*»"" «*"««« >12------ -
T̂OT'AL 0.778. 0.762. 0.762. 0.778
TOÏÜAI, 0.287. 0.312. 0.312. 0.287




feet rasuits for the Impulse blade from series 2 variable 
Mach number*
Test no# lA# 2A. 3Ai . 4A . 5A, 6a .
llaoh Ho* 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0.9 0,97.
Hjj (L « 1ft) X 10® 3.46 3.96 4.45 4.77 6.28 7.04
Bjj ( chord) X 10® 2.16 2.48 2.78 2.98 3.94 4 , 40
%  (H,M#D.) X 10® 0.86 0*99 1,12 1*20 1.57 1.76
profile. 0.83 0.894 0,864 0,860 0,881 0,832
f _ profile. ^ P , 0*204 0,120 0,171 0,164 0.133 0,200
Y„ profile.
V ..
0,236 0*148 0,225 0,232 0,203 0.322
Y profile, 
i , CAinley)
wm iw. Hi# iu. <#***>#.«Ml Ml, «mM* M. w. —  0,212 Mtliii Mii'.imi#'#» I., <w 11*1,11is,w,i|™*iHN«
'h TOTAL 0.766 0,821 0,785 0,785 0,783 0.73Î
TOTAL 0.302 0,215 0.271 0,271 0,277








of chord Reynolds number varying from 0.8 % 10*̂  to 4.0 x 10*̂ * 
The average air deflection in the tests was approximately 
68®, and since the tests were performed at low Mach nimloers 
the enthalpy and pressure loss coefficients may he assumed 
identical*
The results are shown in figures 70 to 73 and indicate an
abrupt rise in loss coefficients as the Reynolds number is
reduced. The critical region lies between 1*8 and 2.3 x 10 ,
5an average value of appro#imately 2.0x10 . In test series i 
1 the writer*s Reynolds numbers are greater than 2.5 % 10 
(figures 70 and 71) but in series 2 (figures 72 and 73) where 
the lower Reynolds numbers are approaching Armstrong’s 
critical value, the loss coefficients rise sharply confirming 
Armstrong’s result. Below the critical Reynolds number 
Armstrong also found that the boundary layer growth on the 
convex side of the blade surface was of such a magnitude that 
the blade channel acted like a convergent nozzle.
Ainley’s loss correlation.'............ "  ....  41Ainley and Mathiason give the results of air cascade
tests at low Mach numbers. For nozzle blades (fluid inlet
angle zero) and for impulse blades (fluid outlet angle
^2 w fluid inlet angle oC they correlate the profile
loss coefficient at zero incidence with the pitch to chord
ratio (P/q) in the form of a series of graphs each
corresponding to a different fluid outlet angle. The
results are for a thickness to chord ratio (t/^) of 0.2*
A relationship is given between the opening to pitch
ratio at blade outlet and the fluid outlet angle. For the
writer’s blade this gives a fluid outlet angle very close to
the nominal inlet angle of 20®. Hence for comparison with
Ainley’s data, the impulse blade of series 1 and 2 has been
assumed to have fluid inlet and outlet angles of 20® from the
tangential direction, giving a fluid deflection of 140®.
Hence at t/^ » 0.2, P/^ ** 0.866 and o<!̂2 ** 70® (axial
direction), Ainley gives Y » 0.170p
ahd for this impulse blade where t/^ =• 0#25
Y = 0.170 = 0.212,
For the secondary loss in the blade passage Ainley gives
Or
where « 2 (tan c/ ̂  ^ tan </g) cos
tan oL̂  t tan oL «
Tan cL^ - 5
and f\ Î an empirical coefficient is given in graphical form 
as a function of
Here Â  is the inlet annulus area x cos c/1
Ag * * outlet * * X cos 0C 2
n is the mean diameter of the blade and h is the blade 
height.
Hence for the writer’s blade j- «* 0.
0- 2 oos^ 0C2
2 (2 tan 70®)1  ̂Gos^ 70® « 14*10 Jr— ̂  X #G cos® ^
and /i Is a function of (l 4-
Using values of mean diameter from 10 in, to 40 in. and 
the blade height of 0.65 in, , the quantity (1 + ^
varies from 0.534 to 0.506. An avero.ge value of 0.52 has 
been used here, for which Ainley gives A =* 0.0295.
Henob Yg « 0*0295 x 14*1 « 0^416 and therefore the estimated 
value of the total loss using Ainley^ocwrelation is
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In Ainley’B cascade tests the operating Mach numbers 
were less than 0,5 and the chord Heynolds number varied 
from 1 X 10*̂  to 3 X 10 • Ainley suggested that in this 
Reynolds number rangé there is little variation in loss 
coefficient but proposes however that, below his average 
Reynolds number of 2*0 x 10^, a correction should be applied 
to the overall effioienoy of the turbine by assuming that 
the stage losses are proportional to,R^.
Ainley’8 estimates of profile and total loss coefficient 
are shown in tables 1 and 2 and in figures 70 to 73, The 
prediction for profile loss corresponds favourably with the 
writer’a value but for the total loss coefficient Ainley*s 
method greatly overestimates the loss in this ’profile type** 
of steam turbine, impulse blade,
Oompo,rison with Kearton’s work*
R e a r t h a s  examined the flow and loss characteristics
for model profile type impulse blades at high Reynolds
numbers using air as the ÿ̂ rorking fluid. The blade had inleto *and outlet angles of 35 '(from the tangential direction) and 
the/bunnel was arranged sp that tests oould.be made with air 
inlet angles of 30®, 35®, 40® and 45^* Direct measurements 
were made of the tangential blade force, by connecting the 
blade cascade to weights suspended from a pulley. Total 
head pressure and fluid direction measurements were made at 
a number of stations along the blade pitch at the mid height 
of the blade* Kearton found that, at an inlet angle of 
45®, the average outlet angle was equal to the nominal outlet 
angle of 35®, For the other three tunnel settings the 
average outlet angle was slightly greater than 35® showing 
a positive deviation* A typical result is shown in figure 74 A, 
In the pitohwise direction the outlet angle is greatest at 
the concave surface {positive deviation) and is least at 
the convex surface (negative deviation).
Like Armstrong, Kearton also observed the greatest loss
in total head pressure at the convex side of the blade passage.
The va>riation in fluid outlet angle observed by Kearton
is very similar in form to that obtained by the writer and
shown in figures 53 and 54 (test la and 4a)# The maximum
positive or negative deviation about the mean efflux angle
for the writer’s blade is however greater than that observed
in Kearton’s tests# This is because in Kearton’s experimental
rig the bledhs adjacent to the blade passage under test were
also passing |iir,-ûwherGas in the writer’s apparatus the adjacent
blades do not run full of steam# (see page 117)* From figures
53 and 54 it will also be observed that the biggest loss region
is on the convex side of the blade,
From the measured blade force, the air flow and assuming
an average fluid outlet angle of 35®, blade velocity
coefficients were calculated over a range of Reynolds number,
based on the hydraulic mean diameter at the blade outlet#
Kearton’B results are shown in figure 74B* The velocity
coefficients have been converted to efficiencies for comparison
with the results from test series 1 and 2 which are also
shown in the figure# When calculating the blade velocity
coefficients Kearton made a correction for a small reaction
effect obtained during the tests# In the writer’s experiments
the arrangement was such that no pressux’e drop occurs across
the blade passage* Kearton’s results apply therefore to the
zero reaction stage while the writer’s pertain to the zero
pressure drop impulse stage#
Kearton’s figures are for total loss in the blade
passage at low air velocities* The lower curve corresponds
to a fluid deflection of 100® and the upper curve to
o odeflections of 105 110 # One would have expected the
efficiency to decrease with increase in fluid deflection but 
the main factor here is probably incidence effects and not 
fluid deflection* Both Kearton’s impulse blade and that
231
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used in series 1 and 2 are the same form of "profile’* "blade, 
where the sharp inlet edge results in poor inoidenoe 
charapteristios* It is Kea,rton*s zero incidence results 
therefore which should he compared with those of series X and 
2 where the inoidenoe is also zero* It will he noted from 
figure 74B that these results do compare favourably, hearing in 
mind that Kearton^s figures are for low Mach numbers and 
for Reynolds numbers well above Armstrong’s critical 
Reynolds number, while those of series 1 and 2 are for high 
Mach numbers and that some of the figures are in the region 
of the critical Reynolds number#
It is worthwhile at this point to summarize the limits 
within which the above results are,applicable #
(1)* Armstrong’s data applies to profile pressure loss 
coefficients# Low Mach number# Chord Reynolds number 
range 0*8 3c 10 4 % 10*̂ # Exhibits a critical Reynolds
number at approximately 2 x 10 #̂
(2)# Ainley’s data applies to profile and total loss 
coefficients# Mach numbers less than 0*5# No critical 
Reynoldsjnumber in the range 1 x 10^ -• 3*5 x 10^ (chord).
Suggests that below, a Reynolds number of 2 x 10 the turbine
¥> 0 • 2 ,loss is proportional to
(3)# Kearton’s data applies to total loss coefficients only.
Low Mach number# Reynolds number based on hydraulic mean 
diameter but above Armstrongs critical Reynolds number#
(4)» Series 1# For profile and total loss coefficients#
Mach number constant at 0.6# Reynolds number range
2.5 X 10^ - 5.35 X 10^ (chord).
(5). Series 2# For profile and total loss coefficients#
Mach number range 0.5 - 0.97. Reynolds number range 
2.16 X 10^ - 4.4 X 10^ (chord).
In addition to the v/orR quoted above some results on the 
variation of losses with Reynolds number are given by Cheshire 
and by Soderburg^^# Ihese are«^
(6). Cheshire# Cheshire’s results are shown in figure 75#
They are for profile loss coefficients in the Reynolds 
mmber range 0.5 % 10 — 2 x 10"'̂#
(7)* Soderhurg. , Soderhurg gives the following relationship 
for the variation in totàl loss ooeffioient with Reynolds
number. c 0.25
where ^  is the total enthalpy loss coefficient at:::R̂  « 10
234
Appendix 3 ^ Summary.
5Below a Reynolds number of 1 x 10 there seems to be 
general . agreement that the loss eoeffioients rise. Above 
1 X lO'̂  on the other hand Ainley’s results suggest that 
the coeffidients remain constant, while Soderburg’s indicate 
a continuous decrease* Cheshire’a figures also exhibit a 
considerable decrease in coefficient as the Reynolds number 
rises above 1 x 10^# Armstrong’s critical Reynolds number 
at 2 X 10^ is confirmed by the results of series 2 for 
both profile and total loss coefficients at low Mach numbers.
If this figure is used as the cohtrolling Reynolds number 
parameter then Alnleye data, Gheshire’s results and Soderburg’à 
relationship would all confirm an increase in losses at 
Reynolds numbers below the critical value* Above 2 x 10^ it 
would appear that, at low velocities, the losses are 
substantially constant. For example Ainley’s data gives a 
constant loss coefficient, while Gheshire’s results, in which 
the loss r8,tio curve flattens out as the Reynolds number 
approaches Armstrongjs critical value, are not inconsistant 
with the losses remaining constant above 2 x 10^#
It will be noted that most of the loss coefficient 
results at high Reynolds numbers are obtained from tests at 
low Mach numbers* It has been suggested previously that a 
Mach number of 0.66 is a controlling parameter* Using a
Rcritical Reynolds number of 2 x 10 and a critical Mach 
number of 0.66 the following conclusions are consistant with 
most of the above.data.
1. Below a Mach number of 0.66 the controlling parameter 
is the Reynolds number.
(a) below R^ 2 x 10^ both the profile and total loss 
coefficients rise. (Ainley, Armstrong, Soderburg, 
Cheshire, Series 2).
(b) above R^ « 2 x 10^ both the profile and total loss 
coefficients remain substantially constant.
(Ainley, Armstrong, Series 1, Kearton, Cheshire)#
235.
2* Above a Maoà mimber of 0.66 and above a Reynolds number 
of 2 % 10^.
(a) the total enthalpy loss ooeffioient remains 
constant #iile the total head pressure loss 
coefficient (Ŷ ) varies with Mach number.
(Series 2).
For a constant enthalpy loss coefficient this 
va,riatlon in pressure loss coefficient is 
expected from the relationship#
Y - £ (1 + M^)
(b) The profile enthalpy and total head pressure 
loss coefficients are both Mach number dependant*
236*
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